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United States to maintain
By ALBERT E. KAFF
military bases on Okinawa
TOKYO (UPI)—The United after the island returns to
States and Japan signed a Japanese rule.
historic treaty via transpacific Police and students fought
satellite television today to with teargas shells and Molotov
return the western Pacific cocktails in several places in
fortress island of Okinawa to Tokyo.
Japanese rule after a quarter Under the treaty and. aped
century of American occupation documents, the United Sites
since World War II.
said it will retain 88 military
Japanese bases on Okinawa and return 46
leftist
While
students fought sporadic battles installations to Japan.
with police in Tokyo streets, The agreement said that
Foreign Minister Kiichi Aichi in Japan will take possession of
Tokyo and Secretary of State the island two months after
William P. Rogers in Washing- ratification is completed by the
ton signed identical documents U.S. Senate and the Japanese
to end U.S. rule of the island. Diet (parliament). No specific
Aichi signed with a Chinese date was mentioned, but the
brush pen while Rogers wrote United States is pledged to
with a fountain pen. The two return the island chain to Japan
officials faced each other on in 1972.
television screens in the first The Okinawa treaty implies
treaty signing by satellite that nuclear weapons will be
transmission in history.
the island as
crtir°m
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ed by the Japanese
demand
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that
President Nixon
Communists and Socialists, but
signing of the treaty enables it fails to spell out ,the
the United States and Japan withdrawal specifically.
"to work together in peace for A few hours before the
the continued progress of our signing, however, Japanese
own two countries and for that foreign office officials told
of the entire world."
Japanese newsmen that Japan
Japanese
of
Thousands
will pay the United States $70
students, Communists and Soci- million as the cost of removing
out
alists demonstrated through
the nuclear weapons from
the nation against the treaty
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The Times And The War
ALTHOUGH the United States has been involved
in the war in Indochina for more than a decade, the
exact origins of that war and the ways in which it has
been escalated have remained shrouded in considerable mystery.
Congress and the people have been called upon by
at least three successive administrations to support
a war they never have completely understood. And
because they have not understood, the people and
the Congress tove been divided as they have opt
been for more than a century.
This week The New York Times began publication
of a series of articles quoting from and summarizing
a massive report which was prepared during the
administration of President Lyndon Johnson. The
report, which was ordered by former Secretary of
rtefense Robert McNamara, is purported to give a
bstantial summary of the decision making and
ategy that went into the prosecution of this war.
I - Times admits the copy of the report from
which it has been working is not complete, partly
because the authors did not have access to all the
secret documents and partly because one section of
the copy it received had been removed. It says that
missing section dealt with the secret diplomacy of
the Johnson period.
NEVERTHEIF-CS, the installments which The
-Times has published did contain new insights into
the way the administrations of Presidents John F.
Kennedy and particularly Johnson overrode the
;advice of their own highest military officials; or in
some cases chose partial measures when the
military had made clear that what was being offered
iptere packages and could not be adopted piecemeal.
There is evidence of how President Johnson had
ided even before the 1964 presidential campaign
:the bombing and other actions against North
ietnam should be carried out, and then went to the
voters witkpledges against just such actions and
uncialfons of his opponent, Senator Barry
Goldwater, who re6mmencied the policies-Johnsen
was "sitting on' during the campaign.
The record shows, too, that there has been good
reason to doubt the validity of the Gulf of Tonkin
,incident, on which President Johnson based his
/ request for unlimited war powers. And the study
' confirms that President Johnson himself made the
"pivotal" decision to escalate the Vietnam war in
April, 1969, with large numbers of American troops,
knowing full well that he was doing so in complete
contradiction of United States policies "but greatly
concerned that the step be given as little prominence
as possible."
As James Reston of The Times says, "The
documents prove once more that truth is the first
casualty of war and that war corrupts good men."
THERE WILL be some who will question not only
the legality of the action taken by The Times in
attempting to publish this material but the propriety
of that action.
It is not clear how The Times received the limited
edition of the report. Reston says it was "being
quietly circulated in Washington" and was "in the
hands of some congressmen and presidential candidates" before The Times began publication of it.
In defense of The Times, it should be noted that
this was not the first time that newspaper had faced
such a decision. It abo had stumbled onto evidence
of the preparations for the invasion of the Cuban Bay
of Pigs in 1961 and after much agonizing over what it
had learned decided then to suppress the material.
Had The Times proceeded to publish what it knew
about the invasion plans, it is likely the Kennedy
administration would have called off that disastrous
adventure and saved the nation the tremendous
embarrassment that resulted from it.
THE real question raised by all this is why the
people and their elected representatives in Congress were not informed of what their government was up
to in Vietnam. As Barry Goldwater says, if the
people had been told the truth in those early days,
the whole affair might well have developed differently and the nation would not be so badly
divided-and so distrustful still of its own government.
It was a matter involving not just the prosecution
of a war. It was a matter involving the whole
structure of a democratic government. By failing to
"square" with the people, presidents have done far
reaching damage to that institution And the many
men who served those administrations without
protesting such deception of the people share in the
responsibility for that damage
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The garage and contents of James Futrell, located on the East
Highway, burned the night of June 15. Lost in the fire were a 1957
Ford station wagon, tires, paint, oil, tools, and many other items.
Anthony Dion Maupin,infant 308 of Mr. and Mrs. Dave Maupin,
died yesterday at a Memphis, Tenn., hospital.
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Brown Miller and children of San Francisco, California, are visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. M.
Miller of Murray.
Dr. Lee A. Drew, professor of history at Murray State College,
decried the current Civil War Centennial observed over the nation
on June 16, at the Rotary Club meeting on June 15.

2.0 Years Ago Today

The year 1971 is a unique
and memorable one for mental
health.
This year marks the twentyfifth anniversary of the enactment of the National Mental
Health Act; and 17 national
organizations are sponsoring'a
two-day conference in June
to commemorate the historic
event.
It WU a quarter of a century
ago that President Harry Truman signed the Act, on July
3, 1946, which had--and still
has because the Act is still in
force—this stated goal:
'The purpose of this Act is
the improvement of the mental
health of the people of the
United States."
The signing of the Act paved
the way for the establishment
of the National Institute of
Mental Health and made possible the birth and growth of
a truly nationwide and national
mental health program.
The last 25 years have been
years of more accomplishments
and progress against mental illness than all of the years of our
previous history.
For the future, the present
state of knowledge and the research, training, and mental
health services programs now
underway promises that even
greater gains can be made.
Two examples of the remarkable gains made in the past
quarter-century give credance to
this belief.
Perhaps the major example
is that of the development and
use of psychoactive — mindaffecting—drugs. There is a
wide spectrum of these drugs
available to the physician today,
and they have been and are
responsible for ameliorating the
suffering of literally millions of
emotionally and mentally disturbed people.
Another example of progress
is in the still-continuing decline
in the numbers of people in
State and county mental hospitals. Over the past year,
there was a decline of 9.5 percent in the numbers of patients
resident in these hospitals. This
is the fifteenth straight year
that these numbers have declined. Moreover, since 1964,
the decrease has been accelerating each year.
Better treatments, including
drugs, and the development of
community mental health services are among the factors leading to this very substantial gain
—which means great savings
both in human suffering and
economic costs.
We confidently expect, then,
that, if the nationwide attack
on mental illness is continued
and strengthened in the coming
years as it has been in the past,
this silver anniversary commemoration will be but a prelude to a golden one 25 years
from now.

Mrs. Lee Vickers, age 61, died June 15 at her home on Murray
Route Five.
W. B. Moser, principal at Murray High School, has received
notification from the National Conference of Christians and Jews
that he will be given a fellowship for the coming six weeks at the
University of Kentucky.
Officers elected for the South Murray Homemakers Club are zee Mims stars to Albert T.
Mrs. Henry Hargis, president, Mrs. J. D. Downs, vice-president, Vista's "Interplay," as the wife
who struggles to preserve her
and Mrs. Pearl Jones, secretary-treasurer.
aad her marriage to
Rev. Robert Farless, son of Mr. and Mrs. Corbit Farless, who
with bizarre sex
has been minister of the Martin's Chapel Circuit has transferred
to the Ralston Circuit at Martin,Tenn. He was honored at a picnic hammps, who insists apes seeing
her dressed as a prostitute to stir
by the local circuit at the City Park on June 14.
his mum& ardor. A Times
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By United Press International under the sign
"Interplay" co-stars Edward J.
of Gemini.
Today is Thursday, June 17, John Wesley,
founder of Moore and opeas for Its local
the 168th day of 1971.
Methodism, was born June 17, premiere Wednesday, June 16 at
The moon is between its last 1703.
Salem Cinema D.
A thought for today: Sir John
quarter and new phase.
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Wilmer Stultz from Newfound- Suckling said, "Women are the
The
morning
stars are In 1928 Amelia Earhart land to Wales.
baggage of life; they are
Mercury, Venus, Mars and became the first
woman to fly In 1954 the Senate sub- troublesome, and hinder us in
Salaam.
across the Atlantic. She was a committee investigation of a the great march, yet we cannot
The evening star is Jupiter. passenger on a plane
piloted by clash between the U.S. Army do without them."
and Sen. Joseph McCarthy
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by "Carl Ribiet Jr.
You can tell a girl by her blush. If her cheeks
flame she isvery young or very inexperienced, or
both. If her blush is only an attractive rosy glow she
may have mastered the art of blushing on cue, which
means that she has been around and knows how to
keep out of trouble-and more important, how to get
into trouble, too.
"A blush is beautiful, but
sometimes inconvenient."
-Carlo Goldoni
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T'S HARD to believe, but the advantage of wearing a
car,seat belt is still debatable in the minds of many
Americans. These same people gladly comply with the
"fasten your seat belt" sign when flying on commercial
aircraft. But when they drive home from the airport,
their seat belt remains jammed in the
fold of the car seat. This is one of the
conclusions of our organization following an extensive study into seat belt use.
The study was conducted as part of
our effort to introduce a mandatory
seat belt law into the Ohio legislature.
It has been a three-year effort and if
Ohio adopts such legislation, it will be
the first state in the nation to do so.
If this comes to pass, our researchers
estimate that it will result in at least
a thousand lives saved in the state during the first year. The number of serious
injuries are expected to drop by as
many as 25,000. If and when all states pass mandatory
seat belt use, it is estimated that the nation's annual
traffic death rate could drop by as many as 25,000
I
1

victims.

In answer to those critics who questioned the ability
to enforce a mandatory seat belt law, our organization
surveyed law enforcement agencies. The response indicated that enforcing such a law would be no more difficult than enforcing present requirements for carrying
the driver's license, vehicle registration or wearing
corrective lenses. We feel that the majority of the popul
lation is law abiding and would comply for this reason'
alone.
Our seat belt study pointed out that only about a
third of the motoring public was buckling up and thereby not taking advantage of the estimated one billion
dollars invested in seat belts since their inception. Itol
also was found that advertising campaigns to encourag&i
voluntary seat belt use have been ineffective. One such 4
campaign ran 18 months and cost $51 million and con-''
eluded with no appreciable increase in seat belt use.'r
The study also indicated that for unbelted passenger"I
car occupants involved in traffic accidents, the chance'',
of being killed is more than four times greater as cornpared to those wearing belts. For unbelted front iseac
passengers, the chance of being killed is more than five,„
times as great. In addition, car occupants not wearing.seat belts are twice as likely to sustain serious nonfatal,p
injuries.
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By ARTHUR GODFREY
Notional Chairman of This Highway Safety Foundation
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For this people's heart Is waxed gross, and their ears are dull of
bearing. and their eyes they have closed.--Matthew 13:15.
Our ears, eyes and heart are like components in)a TV set If they
are not working our spiritual reception becomes poor
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Blue Hurls 14th Win, Epstein
Raps 4th Consecutive Home Run
By JOE CARNICELLI
six-hitter te lead Baltime Peat the deciding run as the Tigers
the Brewers. Baltimore led 3-2 stopped Chicago.
UPI Sports Writer
It mane been often this when Robinson's two-run shot HQ MOVES
season that Vida Blue has had sParked a three-run Orioles
ARDMORE, Pa. (UPI) -The
to share the spotlight but he sixth that Put the Same out of headquarters of the United
had to make some room for teach.
States Golf Association will be
Tommy Harper and Bobby
MikeEpstein's mammoth fi
moved from New York City to
the
second
the
in
place
168. Second
Bob Brown captured
Mllwaukhomers
for
has
Pena
a 60-acre estate near Liberty
championship flight trophy in the flight went to Bill Seale, third to gure Wednesday night.
Blue, Oakland's pitching whiz, St.
Corner, N.J. in 1972, it was
Spring Tournament at the Oaks T. C. Collie,and fourth to Thomas
continued
his torrid victory Kc'd Carew lashed four hits, announced Wednesday by USGA
by
Sunday
Jones.
Country Club last
twostart
a
triple
to
including
a
pace as he pitched a ax-hitter
President Phil Strubing.
paring the back nine to come in The Third Flight was won by
Athletics defeat the run ninth, as Minnesota edged
with a 76, and give him a 153 total Jerry Upton with Yancy Watkins to help the Senators
$4. It was Cleveland. Carew, who entered WISE SIGNS
finishing second, Clyde Roberts Washington
for the two-day tournament.
of the the game with a .221 batting
victory
14th
Blue's
SALT LAKE CITY (UPI) Danny
Gene Willis also shot a 36 on the third, and Jim Neale and
losses average, tripled to open the Willie Wise star forward with
season
against
only
two
back nine and finished one stroke Roberts tying for fourth. Neale
and left him with a shot to win ninth and scored on Cesar the Utah Stars of the American
behind Brown with a 77-77-154. won fourth on a coin toss.
20 games by the All-Star break. Tovar's single. Toyer scored Basketball League, Wednesday
Fourth
Wally Ford won the
Roy Cothran parred third with a
the eventual winning run on
signed his third contract with
155. Bobby Fike was fourth in the Flight with Ken Adams second, Epstein, who became som
Rich Keese's sacrifice fir
legend
the club.
Norman Lane third, and Delmar thing of a minor league
championship flight.
had
Tony
Oliva
Minnesota's
a few years back with his home
The first flight was won by Brewer fourth.
two hits to boost his league.Mitchell Story who shot a 79 The players were flighted runs exploits, earned a slot in leading batting average to .380. GIANT PICK
books
record
major
league
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) Sunday and an 83 Saturday for a based on their scpres on Satur- the
'The San Francisco Giants
when he crashed solo home Jerry Kenney scored the g°
162 total. Bill Read was second, day. There will be an 18-hole runs
shortstop
Rich
run
on
ahead
tunes
at
bat.
first
two
his
Wednesday the signCRAIG D'ANGELO, RL 7 Murray, has been named to me cheerleading aquae at Murray mate Macon Blankenship third and Men's Best Ball or Scrabble
Severson's wide throw to the announced
another
choice from the
of
ing
University for the 1971-72 school year. The son of Mrs. Carmen D'Angelo, he is a freshman majoring David Thompson placed fourth. tournament on July 10. Members The two homers gave Epstein
alb:wing the Yankees to recent free agent draft. Signed
Joe Emerson won the second are urged to sign up in the Oaks home runs in four consecutive plate,Kansas
In industrial technology. His partner is Connie Messell, a junior from Louisville.
City.
Yankees
The
(Photo by Wilson Woolley) flight with an 81 Sunday and a 87 Pro Shop or call in their entry. appearances at the plate over a beat
was pitcher Joseph Fticelli,
span, tying a major loaded the bases ontwo singles
bringing
the total to 10 who
The players in the tournament two-game
Saturday for a two-round score of
several and a walk before Severson's
and their scores are as follows league mark held by previous throwing error on Felipe Alou's have inked with the Giants.
players. He hit two the
Championship Flight
USE ITCH-ME-NOT
Bob Brown
77-76-153 night to helii beat his former grounderGene Willis
77-77,-,154
Stan Bahnsen had a four- TO STOP THAT ITCH!
Ray Cothran
78-77-155 tearrunates.
cts like a least anesthetic. Apply
etch-dr-0as ITCH-ME-NOT day or
Bobby Fike
Elsewhere in the American hitter for the Yankees.
77-80-157
:-=-ce=om.mca-=-ocei*OCC'e Rudell Parks
82-79-159 League
rim
ppoerd Aurelio Rodriguez' suicide
stopp: ca
, Baitimo
nia ‘1Boston
.
rrat's
eftrer To
John White
80-82-162
squeeze bunt with one out and lc action kill* germs t• speed healBy United Press Internatissal Max Walker
78-85-163
s. If met pleased la IS minutes,
By VTTO STELLINO
from Chicago, has long had the took his place and has been
National League
Milwaukee 8-3, Minnesota edged the bases loaded in the eighth year Sec hack. TODAY at Holland
UPI Sports Writer
First Flight
potential to be a topflight very effective. Manager Frank
East
3-2, New York shaded Inning scored Gates Brown with bnia Co.
Cleveland
Mitchell Story
83-79-162
Bill Stoneman's career seems pitcher but is just now starting Lucchesi says, "Bunning will
W.
L
Pct.
GB
Kansas
City
3-2 and Detroit
Bill Read
84-85-169
just about to begin and Jim to live up to it. He retired 19 remain a spot starter. RememMacon Blankenship
84-86-170 squeezed past Chiago 6-5.
.625
....
Pittsburgh
40
24
about
to
end.
Bunning's isn't
86-85--171
David Thompson
straight batters before Clarence ber, he's 39 and we're very
34 25 .576 3/
1
2 Chester Thomas
In National League play,
86-87-173
Stoneman, who pitched a no- Gaston singled with one out in happy to get six or seven good New York
83-90-173 Cincinnati nipped St. Louis 1-0,
Jim White
.554
41
/
2
Louis
36
29
St.
hitter in 1969 but has posted 11- the seventh to ruin his no- innings from him."
8.688-174
New York ripped Los Angeles
31 32 .493 8/
1
2 James Ward
Chicago
19 and 7-15 records for the past hitter.
In other games, New York Montreal
7-2, Atlanta downed Chicago 6-5,
32
.439
111
/
2
25
Flight
Second
two seasons, now seems to be Bunning allowed just three downed
Los Angeles 7-2,
87-81-168 Montreal shut out San Diego 2On BARICLEY LAKE in Trigg County in the WOODLAND
25 36 .410 131
/
2 Joe Emerson
on the threshold at age 27 of hits in 3 2-3 innings in his first Cincinnati blanked St. Louis 1-0, Philadelphia
87-87-174
Bill Seale
SUBDIVISION SELLING: 263 lots including exHILLS
0,
Philadelphia
beat
San
West
Fran69-87-176
T C. Collieliving up to his early promise. relief appearance against the Pittsburgh beat Houston 6-4 and
clusive Lake shore lots, plus lake view lots and secluded lots.
87-90-177 cisco 6-3
Thomas Jones
and
W.
L
Pct.
GB
Pittsburgh
He boosted his record to 9-4 Mets (although he was beaten Atlanta edged Chicago 6-5.
90-89-179 whipped Houston 6-4.
Ben Grogan
Part of the subdivision is for residential homes and part of it
89-92-'181
Wednesday night by pitching a by an unearned run) to earn In the American League, San Francisco 41 25 .621 .... Purdom Lovett
developed for mobile homes and trailers.
Los
Angeles
35
n
.541
4
90-91-181
A's
rapped
The
McLain,
who
James Washer
one-hitter to give the Montreal another chance as a starter. Baltimore routed Milwaukee 890-92-182 leads the majors in losses, for
TERMS: 20 percent down and 10 years to pay. SALE
31 33 .484 9 Ted Lawson
Expos a 2-0 victory over the Since then, he's gotten credit 3, Minnesota edged Cleveland 3- Houston
89-103-192
Grogan
LOCATION: on the lots.
30 36 .455 11 Don
Atlanta
five solo homers. In addition to
San Diego Padres.
for three straight wins as a 2, New York downed Kansas Cincinnati
From Princeton, Ky.: take No. 139 to No.276 to No. 274. From
Third Flight
27
36
.429
12
/
1
2
Ruth
Epstein's
pair,
Joe
hit
two
Bunning, who feared his starter and has turned in City 3-1, Detroit beet Chicago 691-83-174
Upton
Hopkhisville: take No. 68 to No. 274. Look for "Woodland
23 41 .359 17 Jerry
career might be over when he another good relief job, too. He 5, Oakland topped Washington San Diego
92-89-181 and Dave Duncan had anbther.
Yancy Watkins
Hills" signs. We will show all day before the auction and until
Yastrzemski
Wednesday's
Results
hit
a
twoCarl
9190-183
Roberts
Clyde
was sent to the bullpen with a allowed just five hits and three 5-1, and Boston beat California,
92-93-115 run homer and Jim Lonborg
sale time on June 19. "Inspect the lots, this is a sit down
Jim Neale
Atlanta
6
Chicago
5
2-7 record on May 21, pitched runs in seven innings to get the 4-10.
91-94-185
Danny Roberts
sale".
93-95-188 scattered nine hits as the Red
Fred Pogue
seven strong innings for his victory over San Francisco with The San Francisco loss cost New York 7 Los Angeles 2
93-99-192 Sox beat California. Lonborg
Auction by
Tom Mohan
Cincinniat
1
St.
Louis
0
third straight victory as the Joe Hoerner finishing up the the Giants a chance to gain a
OWNER: BOB STORY
92-101-193
Billy Morton
Montreal
2
San
Diego
0,
night
second
run
in
the
singled
in
a
Philadelphia PhiLs downed the final two innings.
game on the -Dodgers in the Philadelphia 6 San Francisco 3,
Fourth Flight
the only hit Clyde Wright
sagging San Francisco Giants,
West since Los Angeles was night
94-83-177 allowed in his eight innings-as
Wally Ford
6-3.
Bunning won't get his regular beaten by New York. Mike
94-85-179
Ken Adams
99-84-182 Boston took a 2-0 lead and
Norman Lane
Stonesman, picked up by the spot back in the ..rotation Jorgensen, recalled from the Pittsburgh 6 Houston 4, night
9490-184 Yastrzemski put the game
Brewer
Delmar
Today's
Probable
Pitchers
Expos in the expansion draft because rookie Ken Reynolds minors when Tommie Agee
97-93-190
Hopkins
St. Louis (Carlton 10-3) at Jerry
102.92-194 away with his ninth homer.
Bob Miller
went on the disabled list, hit a ChicagolHooton 0-0).
106-90-L196
Brooks Robinson and Paul
Sam Cook
pair of homers to lead the Meta Atlanta (Reed 6-4) at Cincin100-101-201 Blair each hit two-run homers
Morton
'
Caldwell
105-99-204
les
•
ar
to the triumph.
nati (McGlothlin 2-4), night.
107-101-214 and Dave McNally pitched a
Roberts
Surging Pittsburgh mainFriday's Games
tained its three and a half Philadelphia at New York,
game lead in the East by night
NEW YORK (UPI) -The said Wednesday use players in downing Houston. Robert CleMontreal at Pittsburgh, night
American Basketball Associa- his league support the merger mente's two-run homer in the
Houston
at Los Angeles, night
tion players aren't going to because it might be impossible seventh inning snapped a 4-4 tie
8
support the National Basketball for some of the ABA teams to and- decided the game. Dock St. Louis at Chicago
Association players in their continue if the leagues don't Ellis pitched a seven-hitter for Atlanta at Cincinnati, night
San Diego at San Fran 2,
opposition to the proposed pro merge.
the victory.
twinight
basketball merger.
Larry Fleisher, attorney for Don Gullett pitched a fourZelmo Beaty, the president of the NBA players' association, hitter and Lee May singled in a
American League
the ABA Players' Association, called the ABA players' deci- first inning run to give
East
sion "insanity or perhaps Cincinnati the victory over St.
W. 1. Pet. GB
selfishness on the part of some Louis. Al Santorini took the
Baltimore
37 21 638
,individuals."
loss.
35 27 565 4
He added, "I think from the Hank Aaron drove in three Detroit
/
2
34 27 557 41
ABA players' point of view that runs with a double and a single Boston
By United Press thernational
New York
29 33 468 10
merger
is
also
unattractive.
to lead Atlanta past the Cubs.
Leading Batters
28 32 4.6710
I'm surprised by some of the Aaron's two-run double high- Cleveland
National League
Washington
21 38 35616½
players
who
said
they
favored
a
lighted
a
five-run
fifth
inning.
G. All R. H. Pct.
West
merger which would allow two
Davis, LA
63 252 40 90 .357
W. L. Pct. GB
employers
to
get
together
and
65 250 39 87 .348
Torre, StL
Oakland
41
21 661 ...
62 248 38 86 .347 take away their employees'
Beckrt, Chi
Kansas City
32 25 561 61
/
2
right
to
negotiate
for
a
salary.
62 258 51 89 .345
Brock, StL
/
2
Minnesota
31 32 492 101
Some
of
the
players
who
are
63 265 45 91 .343
Garr, Atl
13
453
California
35
29
saying they favor merger have
58 206 34 67 .325
Staub, Mont
/
2
Chicago
22 35 .386 161
46 169 18 55 .325 benefited the most from having
Pepit, Chi
/
2
Chicago
22 35 .386 161
two leagues."
59 226 24 72 .319
Sangu, Pitt
/
2
Milwaukee
22 35 .386 161
ABA
Commissioner
Jack
57 191 38 61 .319
Mays, SF
Wednesday's Results
Dolph
said
he
was
"extremely
Alou, Hon
51 185 14 59 .319
New York 3 Kansas City 1,
pleased and proud" of the ABA
American League
night
Players' Association.
G. AB It. H. Pct.
Baltimore 8 Milwaukee 3, night
'This is a selfless act on the
Oliva, Minn
55 216 42 82 .380
Minnesota 3 Cleveland 2, night
part of the ABA Players'
Murcer, NY
61 217 36 78 .359
Detroit 6 Chicago 5, night
Association leadership in that
53 173 36 57 .329
Kaline, Det
Oakland 5 Washington 1, night
some of them have, and could,
47 183 47 57 .311
Buford, Blt
Boston 4 California 1, night
benefit by non-mercer," Dolph
58 236 32 70 .310
Brbn, Bit
Today's Probable Pitchers
added.
48 181 18 56 .309
FIrdt, Chi
California (May 3-4) at
players are planThe
ABA
Toyer, Minn 61 253 37 78 .308
Kansas City (Drago 6-2), night.
ning to lobby in Congress in an
47 166 30 51 .307
Frbn, Bit
Chicago (John 3-8) at Minneattempt to keep the owners
54 214 36 64 .299
Otis, KC
sota (Hamm 1-1), night.
from getting legislative appro50 154 17 46 .299
Stanly, Det
Detroit (Cain 4-1) at Cleveval for the merger.
Home Rims
•
land (McDowell 7-5), night.
National League: Stargell,
New York (StotUemyre 7-4)
Pitt 21; Aaron, AU 19; Bench,
at Baltimore (Dobson 3-4),
On 16; Bonds, SF 15; Cepeda,
night.
All, Williams, Chi and May, On
Friday's Games
14.
California at Kansas City. night
American League: 'Oliva,
Chicago at Minnesota, Night
Minn 15; Cash, Det 14; Horton,
Oakland at Milwaukee, night
Det 13; Smith, Boa and Tau Phi Lambda and Dexter
Detroit at Cleveland, night
Jackson, Oak 12.
were both winners in womens
New York at Baltimore, night
Runs Batted In
softball action Tuesday night.
Boston at Washington, night.
National League: Stargell, Tau Phi put down Beta Sigma Phi
Pitt 57; Aaron, AU 53; Torre, 10-9 and Dexter outlasted the
St. L 45; Santo, Chi and Acers 7-6.
MORE RACES
Cepeda, AU 42.
Dexter's scored five runs in the
BOSTON (UPI) -Suffolk
American League: Killebrew, first and two in the second.
Downs race track Wednesday
Boa
and
Petrocelli,
Minn 48;
Playing catchup ball, the Acers
-was authorized to hold 60
White, NY 43; Horton, Det 40; just cold not get enough runs
additional racing days per year
F. Robinson, Balt 39.
across the plate in the final 5
In a bill approved by the House
Pitching
innings.
WHO NEEDS TWO ARMS? Ways and Means Committee.
Ntional League: Dierker, The first three innings of the - Holding his baseball
Hou; Ellis, Pitt and Carlton, St. Tau Phi Lambdas-Beth Sigma glove between his shoulder NEW PHIL
L 10-3; Jenkins, Chi 104; Phi game were closely matched and his chin, 12-year-old
PHILADELPHIA (UPI) -Al
Stoneman, Mont 9-4.
with both teams scoring 3 runs on Joseph Fraley, born with McLaughlin, the No. 9 choke of
Open Daily 9:00 to 5:30
American League: Blue, OA 7 bits, Both teams scored six runs only one arm, throws the the Philadelphia Phillies in the
14.2; Cuellar, Balt 10-1; McNal- In the fifth inning to even the ball during a Little League recent free agent draft, WedDixieland Center
Murray,Kentucky
ly, Bait 10-4; Lolich, Det 104; score at 9 all but Tau Phi pushed game in Albany, N.Y. He nesday signed a contract with
Palmer. Balt and Siebert, Boa across the winning run in the has a .320 batting average the club and will report to
9-3: Hunter, Oak 9-4; Perry, bottom of the sixth to mark up the and a 4-0 pitching record Walla Walla, Wash., of the
He also shines in fielding
Minn 9-5.
Northwestern League

Stoneman Pitches One-Hitter
To Give Expos Win Over -Padres

AUCTION

DRESS DAD
to a
Tee
On Father's Day

Major League
Leaders

Close Games
In Women's
Softball

with Knit
Slacks
and
Golf Shirts
from the store
that knows most
about comfort and style
for men

Vurkingilam Eng, KO.

'1
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Mrs. W. E. Moffett
Hostess For Alice
Waters Meeting

NICOnai
readers
Our
are
reminded that the Ledger
& Times will DOI publish
weddings or bridal shwas
that occurred thhiy days
previous to the date if
pablicalks.

R

's

( KY

Miss Paula Kay Owen Exchanges Wedding
Vows With Steve Wilcox Compton At The
Memorial Baptist Church On June 6

Mrs. J. B. Burkese . . •

mai
"

Mess 713-1117 es 7131-111101

/
tt
otie
V

iwough third grade members
Thursday, Jane 17
guests of the Oaks
The Dexter Homemakers Club and their
The June meeting of the Alice
will be held at the
Club
Country
will meet at the Community
p.m.
Circle of the WSCS of the
one
to
Waters
a.m.
ten
lub from
Center at 9:30 a.m.
ch child is to bring a sack First United Methodist Church,
The Business and Professional lunch and a charge of 25 cents met in the lakeside home of Mrs.
Women's Club will have a dinner
child will be made. Mrs. Eli W. E. Moffett at Panorama
Shores.
meeting at the Woman's Club
is chairman.
Mrs. Moffett, chairman,
House at 6:30 p.m.
Mrs. Bobby Wilson opened her
The lovely home of Mrs. Allen
The Omicron Alpha Chapter of opened the meting with the
home for the meeting of
lovely
Rose on Keezdand Drive was the
Friday, June IS
Phi Lambda will have a playing of the record, "Take My
Progressive Homemakers
the
in
roll
given
The
tea
Lord".
delightful
a
Mrs.
Precious
of
of
scene
Hand,
supper at the home
The WSCS of the Martin's
Club held on Tuesday, June 1, at
honor of Miss Carolyn Cleveland
was called and the munites were The Calloway Public Library
Smith at 6:30 p.m.
Chapel United Methodist Church
o'clock in the evening.
seven
Cook, July 3rd bride-elect of
read by Mrs. James Frank in the was the scene of the meeting of
will have a homemade ice cream
New officers elected for the
I.
on
Mrs.
Doran,
secretary.
will
Curtis
the
of
Club
absence
Stephen
social at the City Park at 6:30 The Murray Quota
the Harris Grove Homemakers
coming year were Mrs. Janet
Saturday, June 5.
t at the Southside Restaurant B. Mayfield gave the treasurer's Club held on Wednesday, June 9,
p.m. The public is invited.
Mrs.
C. Robinson, president;
report.
Mrs. Rose, Mrs. B.
at noon.
at one o'clock in the afternoon.
Glenda Hill, vice-president; Mrs.
d
a
make
Lindsey,
to
voted
Alfred
group
Mrs.
The
Allbritten,
The Faculty Couples Bridge
Mrs. Bill Wrather very ably
Jean Richerson, secretary; Mrs.
and Mrs. Joe Baker Littleton
will be held in Rooms 3 and 4 of The Baptist Women of donation toward the new ice discussed "Your Health and the
Blair, treasurer.
Jane
the
in
were the gracious hostesses for
the Student Union Building, Memorial Baptist Church will maker recently installed
Food You Eat". She said food
The devotion was given by Mrs.
kitchen.
A
occasion.
church.
church
the
at
special
a.m.
the
ten
Murray State University, at 7:30 meet at
in good or
Richerson and Mrs. Robinson
for makes a difference
Receiving the guests with the
p.m. For reservations call 753- potluck will be served and the Plans were again discussed
Life giving
nutrition.
poor
presided at the meeting. The
in
aw
Mission
honoree were her mother-in-l
Current Missions group will meet the trip to the Reelfoot
7360 or 753-61311.
materials in your skin, muscles,
Doran of members answered the roll call
Wayne
Tennessee in October. Members
Curtis
Mrs.
be
to
at two p.m.
hair, nerves, and bones and all
by revealing plans for their
Members of the Clown Unit of
were urged to begin collecting
Murray. Miss Cook, from New
the tissues throughout your body
vacations.
at
Mission
the
octhe Murray-Calloway County
to
the
items to take
Orleans, La., wore for
come from your choice of the
Swine Club will take part in the
dress with Following the business meeting
printed
that time.
white
a
casion
right kind of food, Mrs-Wrather
the sixteen members enjoyed a
Calvert City Centennial parade at
Two future meetings were
a hostesses' gift corsage of a
said.
delicious salad supper and a
Retreat
Prayer
five p.m. The Murray group will
The
announced:
white orchid.
were read by
notes
Landscape
social hour.
of
place
Beale's
Jackson,
Marl
meet at
at Lambuth College,
Mrs. Doran was attired in a
Mrs. Clifton Lee Jones. Roll call
gift The next meeting will be held
business in Benton to prepare for
hostesses'
Tennessee, July 8 and 9, and the
a
with
dress
blue
was answered by Mrs. Marvin
the home of Mrs. Mary Contri
the parade.
School of Mssions, also at
corsgae of yellow roses. Mrs. at
Mrs. Clifton Lee Jones,
Parks,
Concord
New
September.
in
The
12.
through
9
Lambuth,on August
Rose greeted the guests at the
Mrs. Bill Wrather, Mrs. Don
Homemakers Club held its anthe
to
Mrs. Moffett also announced
them
presented
and
Saturday, June 19
door
picnic meeting at the Paris that each member should make Osmus, Mrs. Estelle Heuer, and
receiving line.
The 1951 graduating class of nual
State Park on Wed- an effort to visit at least five Mrs. Alfred Taylor who answered
Landing
Presiding atthe register was
Murray Training School will have
they plan to do for
what
telling
by
ten-thirty
at
9,
June
nesday,
persons before the next meeting.
its 201 year reunion at the home
Mrs. Allbritten. The table was
vacation.
morning.
the
in
The nominating committee to
of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Tucker. ,'clock
centered with silver goblet filled
Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield, select the new chairman for 1972 Mrs. Alfred Taylor gave the
For reservations contact Donald
with pink roses and coral bells.
Psalms
presided at the was appointed by the chairman. devotion reading from
Tucker at 753-4342 or 753-5020. president,
The beautifully appointed table
meeting. Mrs. W.T. Kingins gave They are: Mrs. C. B. Ford, 121:8 and Mark 10:13-16, and
was overlaid with a yellow linen
The
courtesy.
on
the
points
some
for
thought
and
the devotion
chairman, Mrs. G. C. Ashcraft
The V/KHA point show will be
cloth edged in ecrus lace and
members repeated "The Lord's
on "A Man is no bigger and Mrs. H. G. Dunn.
with a silver chain-held at the Calloway County month
centered
the way he treats his The names of two lathes con- Prayer" in unison.
(Wilson Woolley Photo)
Riding Club at the Jaycee than
pipe cooler filled with yellow
to
letter
a
wrote
member
this
Each
said
She
".
fined to the Convalescent
Fairgrounds starting at four p.m. fellowman
roses flanked by candles. Mrs.
standard has been measured Division of the hospital, and who Rep. Frank Albert Stubblefield
Compton
Wilcox
Steve
Mrs.
Lindsey and Mrs. Mrs. Littleton
the
for
expressing her desire
A Swim Party for those who since time itself began.
do not have any family near by,
presided at the tea table and
and
Serving
state,
Mrs.
the
federal,
of
register.
support
-treasurer,
the
11th,
kept
10th,
secretary
oom,
at
The
the
ceremony
In an impressive
have just finished
were given to the members for
the guests.
served
to
Bill
Extension
Mrs.
in
t
reports
were
governmen
local
her
for
gave
reception
held
T. R. Edwards,
half after two o'clock, Sunday, at the
and 12th grades will be
the purpose of visitations and
called throughout the
Friends
and
Jr.,
now.
is
remain as it
June 6, Miss Paula Kay Owen Dodson, Mrs. T. G. Curd,
members of the Oaks Country and called the roll with each cards.
afternoon from three to five
spent
were
was
hour
for
They
plans
enjoyable
An
Byars.
her
of
Each
Walter
telling
pin.
Mrs.
eight
member
to
Wilcox
of
Steve
six
bride
became the
Club train
A most timely program was
making waste paper baskets and Compton. The double ring assisted by Mrs. Juanita Lynn, o'clock.
member may bring one guest and her vacation this summer.
presented by Mrs. Ashcraft. Her
caregg
colored
of
Foods
out
the
flowers
the charge is 25 cents per person. "Your Health and
ceremony was preformed at who also directed the wedding.
devotion was a poem which told
You Eat" was the subject of the of ten ways to use time for the tons.
Memorial Baptist Church with Miss Celisa Curd and Miss Susan
Plans were made for a potluck Rev. Jerrell White officiating. Byars distributed rice bags. r
lesson sheets given to the Lord. The topic of her program
supper at the City Park on Friday The bride is the daughter of Mr Music was furnished by Miss Mr. and Mrs. John Rickman,
M of P.E.O. members to study later.
Chapter
was "How the Word Gets
night, July 9. The club will meet and Mrs. Kenneth J. Owen. Her Debbie Jones at the piano.
1617 Loch Lomond, Murray, are
Sisterhood will meet at noon at Miss Erin Montgomery gave Around."
8 at one p.m. with maternal grandmother is Mrs
potlubk
the
Maurice
preceding
After the reception, the couple the parents of a baby girl,
Mrs.
thanks
of
the home
Following the meeting a September
Christopher with Mrs. Olga luncheon served to the fifteen delicious pot-luck luncheon was Mrs. Don Osmus.
Carrie M. Roper of Jonesboro left for their honeymoon in the Melinda Ann, weighing seven
2 ounces, born on
/
Freeman as assisting hostess. members and two guests, Mrs. enjoyed by the eight members The hostess, Mrs. Alfred Arkansas and paternal grand- Bahamas. For traveling, Mrs. pounds 41
Lavada Valentine and Mrs. and three guests, Mrs. William Taylor, served delicious refresh- parents are Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Compton wore a beige knit and Saturday, June 12, at 12:25 a.m.
Julius Sharpe.
Owen of Surrunerfield, Florida. lace pant suit with beige and at the Murray-Calloway County
Britton, Sheree and Karen ments.
Sunday, June 2$
will be held Brandon.
GROOVY—These bib overThe groom is the son of Mr. and brown accessories. At her Hospital.
Homecoming services will be The next meeting
at the
8,
September
,
Wednesday
Mrs. John L. Compton, and shoulder was pinned an orchid They have two sons, Ronnie, alls aren't the kind you can
held at the Russell's Chapel
lPaliterson.
age twelve, and John Mark, age Weep. dawn .on the farm..
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Luther corsage.
Limited_ Methodist Church with borne of Mrs. Tail
done in railroad
attending
guests
town
of
Out
eight. The father is with the They'recotton
and
Mrs.
Murray
Compton of
denim with a
regular morning services, a
striped
Mrs
and
Mr.
were:
Shop.
wedding
College
the
Wilcox of Hazel.
bright butterffy pernianently
hitaket &ass. and singing m the
Cape
Mrs.
from
and
Mr.
are
ts
Grandparen
Nuptial music was provided by John Rodgers
perched on the bib front. A
afternoon.
Mrs. Margaret Wilkins at the Giradeau,Mo.; Mr.and Mrs. Ben J. C. Rickman and Mr. and Mrs. favorite with teen-agers, the
Marc Harvey Donoho, all of Dukedom, look's endorsed by Ward's
Mrs. Blanche Larson presented organ and Mrs. Wilma Billington, Goldberg, Louisville; Mrs.
Wagon
Welcome
The
at soloist. The traditional wedding I. Blow, St. Louis, Mo.; Mrs. Tenn. A great grandfather is Joe designer advisory council.
Manners"
"Good
on
lesson
the
Newcoiners Club. will hold its
A reception honoring Mrs.
Mrs Griffith of Clarksville, Tenn.
the meeting of the Pottertown marches were used and vocal Mary Aden, Radcliff;
annual picnic at the Oaks
Eugene Russell, teacher, Mrs.
Ill.,
Chicago,
BouLand,
Brenda
on
From
held
Club
"'Theme
were:
rs
selections
Homemake
3ountry Club from four to eight
courtesy Ron Cella, president, and the Wednesday,June 9, at ten o'clock Love Story-, "Somewhere", and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Stewart and
delightful
Another
The picnic is open to
Leo's
extended to Miss Barbara Rose, board members of St.
Linda, Memphis, Tenn.; -Mrs.
in the morning at the Holiday Inn. "The Lord's Prayer.".
members and their families.
bride-elect of Kenneth Bucy, was Cooperative Preschool was held
James Compton, Danny Comp
special
gave
Dress
Bride's
leader
lesson
The
the personal shower given at her on Tuesday. May 25, at the lovely points on manners in her very The bride wore a white formal ton, and and Mr. and Mrs
The BFA Shows of Mike Mc- home on Thursday, June 10, at home of Mrs. Jim Old,
South Fulton, Tennessee
and
interestingand informative gown fashioned with a victorian Jimmy Outland of Paducah;
Cardwell, Jeffersontown, and seven-thirty o'clock in the Gatesborough Subdivision.
Miss Melanie Wilson and Mrs
combodice
fitted
neckline,
lesson.
All of the board members, Mrs.
Pamela Muss Bridgewater, evening.
Lucy
Alderdice, pletely overlaid with venice lace, Wilson, Wickliffe.
Mrs.
Russell, and Mrs. Cella were
Louisville, will open at the
and Mrz. Jo and french pouf sleeves of lace
presided,
president,
to
presented corsages of roses
Exhibition Hall, Fine Arts
The shower was hosted by match the beautiful rose and Roberts, secretary, called the and organza ending just below
Building, Murray State, and run
members of her Sunday School baby's breath centerpiece on the roll. Mrs. Bessie Colson read the the elbow with a band. The
through July 2. No charge.
Class of the Oak Grove Cum- beautifully appointed table. A scripture from Psalms 121:18 and crystal organza A-silhouette skirt
So. Fulton, Tenn
berland Presbyterian Church. pink punch with fruit ice ring, Mark 10:13-16 and the thought for fell gracefully to the floor from
East State Line
Monday, Jane 21
Miss Rose opened her many finger cakes decorated with tiny the month,"A Man Is No Bigger the slightly lifted waist, and was
The Murray Chapter of
Than The Way He Treats His banded with two rows of the
National Secretaries Association lovely gifts. Dress was informal. roses, mixed nuts and mints were
Fellowman".
venice lace. The envelope chapel Miss Jane Belote, bride-elect of
of
ts
party
Refreshmen
mixes,
will have a luncheon at the
served.
by
given
were
notes
Landscape
was completely framed Nick Spadafino, was honored
train
and
dip,
chips,
Cokes
were served In appreciation for her
Woman's Club House at noon.
Mrs. Louise Short.
with venice lace and accented with a miscellaneous shower
Each member is asked to bring from the table overlaid with a dedication to her position as the
Announcement was made of with a Dior bow. Her headpiece of given by Mrs. Gary Roedemeier,
the name tag given to her at the white cloth and centered with a teacher for St. Leo's, Mrs.
bus trip planned by the English illusion was attached to a Mrs. David McKee,.and Mrs. L
the
roses.
of
bouquet
Russell was given a crystal and
installation meeting.
Attending the shower were silver sauce bowl with a small 'Homemakers in September and profile of organza blossoms with K. Pinkley at the lovely Finicky
the officers training meeting in pearls. She carried a nosegay of home on Friday evening, June
The Penny Homemakers Club Misses Susie Hall, Cathey silver ladle: Mrs: Cella, who
the same month.
pink rosebuds and Daisies.
Patty
Glenda
Henson,
Thweatt,
of
eleventh.
will meet at the home of Mrs.
served so capably as president
in
the
was
served
dining
Lunch
Miss Brenda Hayden, sorority For the occasion the honoree
Debbie
Vanessa
Usrey,
St. Leo's, was presented a round
Perry Hendon,Sha-Wa Circle, at Thweatt.
room. Mrs. Gussie Adams was a sister of the bride, served as was attired in a colorful jersey
Garrett, Elizabeth Nance, and silver serving tray.
one p.m.
and became a new member maid of honor. She wore a formal print, and her mother, Mrs. Jack
rtha Beale, Mrs. Gene
Approximately twenty-five guest
of
the
club. Other members "ength gown of pink embossed Belote, wore a yellow knit dress.
and
the
Roy
Mrs
Rose,
arrett,
22
C11,,
:
Tuesday, Jane
1111
persons called to express their
not previously men- irgandy and wore matching pink They were presented corsages of
ree
A Swim Party for kindergarten
appreciation to the individuals present,
carried
She
Mrs.
hat.
Gussie
were
picture
tioned,
Geurin,
rgandy
a variety of summer flowers.
being honored. Hostesses were
Mrs. Katie Overcast. Mrs. B. i nosegay of vari-colored
Decorations centered around a
Mrs. Jim Old, Mrs. Gerald
at
matron
as
Mrs. Patye Overcast,
Mrs. Janice Owen
large festive bouquet composed
and Mrs. Robert Melugin,
Globetti
Mrs. Mellie Hopson, Mrs. Iva nonor and Miss Olivia Cook, of roses, dahlias, and other
Williams.
Alford, and Mrs. Ruby Kelley. bridesmaid, were dressed assorted flowers which were
,
leather!
in
the finest
Mrs. Loul-se Short invited. the similar to the honor attendant. arranged by Mrs. Robert Miller.
club to her home at Panorama They also carried vari-colored Games were played with the
Shores for a potluck luncheon on daisy nosegays.
recipients of the prizes being
Wednesday, July 14 Each
Miss Celisa Curd, cousin of the Mrs. Jack Belote and Mrs. Gary
member is asked to bring her groom, was the flower girl. She Roedemeier who presented them
own silverware Sunshine friends also wore a dress of pink emto the honoree.
will be revealed.
bossed organza with matching Delightful refreshments of
VU-ALL
a
small
velvet ribbon and carried
fruite and sherbert parfaits and
COOKING TIPS
nosegay similiar to the other cookies were served to the
attendants.
Break away! Put some sparkle
guests.
AND,RjCKS
The groom chose his brother, Those attending were former
,our wardrobe with soft whits
Moatisomemade bread recipes Mark Compton, as his best man.
make two lama, but if you are The ushers were Jerry Owen, classmates of the bride-elect.
'hitters. They're really the
Miss Belote, Mrs. Belote, and the
a one-loafeize family, don't
of the bride, and Keith hostesses.
n' thing. You'll notice a
despair -- you can freeze brother
of the groom.
unbaked bread or rolls up to a Curd, cousin
'snap in your step and
CLASSIC
Mrs. Owen chose for her
week with no loss in quality.
knit
a
lilac
wedding
t of admiring looks.
daughter's
After the dough's first rising
and the bread has been shaped coat and dress ensemble with
What a way to go.
Into loaves and placed in pans, matching accessories. Mrs.
brutal the top of the loaf to be Compton, mother of the groom, Mr. and Mrs. Michael Sawyer,
stored with oil, wrap it snugly, was attired in a peach knit coat 1405141 Poplar Street, Murray,
and freeze. To use, remove it and dress ensemble with white announce the birth of a baby boy,
from the freezer to a warm
accessories. Both mothers wore Jason Lee, weighing seven
SABRE
place, unwrap and let it rise white orchid corsages.
pounds three ounces, born on
until nearly doubled Bake as
grandmothers, Mrs. Carrie Monday, June 14, at 11:12 a.m. at
The
Whateuer the features a man wants .n a ts.iiioid, Cameo
usual.
Roper, Mrs. Lula Wilcox, and the Murray-Calloway County
has the model for him. Choose from these, and other
Pie crust is the basis for Mrs. Luther Compton wore Hospital. ,t
worts
stylnn
and
earn
famous
Cameo
.
.
popular models
one
part
in
shortcake
strawberri
corsages of white daisies.
The new father is employed
SHORT STUFF — Overalls
craftsmanship. W. hove them in on assortment of quality
of the country The crust is
Reception
crop up for the sandbox set rolled out, cut into strips
with the Cain Construction
leathers, In latest colors
this summer.too.Here they're
A reception was held im- Company.
ch wide and baked until
done as short-ails in red and one-in
from 14-115
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
crusts and fresh mediately following the wedding
The
crisp.
printed
denim
navy cotton
Sawyer of Louisville and
berries
Tom
are thentambled in at the Murray Woman's Club
and
stripes
-white
with chalk
s nrl bef p n
House.
Mr and Mrs Ralph MI of
circles By Prissy Missy of alternating layer,
with a favorit7foispine
Miss Sdsan Byars. cousin of the Carrollton
Dallas

Mrs. Bobby Wilson
Carolyn C. Cook
Complimented With Hostess For Meet
Progressive Club
Tea At Rose Home

Harris Grove Club
Has Regular Meet
At Public Library

New Concord Club
Has Picnic At
Paris Landing Park

BIR THS

"Good Manners" Is
Reception Is Held 'Subjeet Of Lesson
ersonal Shower Is For Personnel Of
Of Pottertown ClubOf
Honor
In
Given
St Leo's School
Barbara Rose

So
Fait
Are
chandise
business
principle
legislation
Results
survey no
Texas by
Manager
Federatio
Business
this trend.
Texas
extremely
opposition
would
establish
for their
has long
of faith
But
poll is
people in
enacting
fair trade
the
with 1,0
holding no
While
does not
it is a
sentiment
back when
a fair tr
Texans to
their fore
by a repo
Ana was o
Allied
vote on
change in
the fran
granting
territories
The vote
1,166 for,
holding no
The pr.
long been
Argumen
centered
it is tan
and thus'
of the anti
On the o
argument
who puts
brand m.
dealers to
In turn,
cimtrol ov
pioduct
other pri
not make
dealer to
brand.
In the
taken by
shown a

RAY'S LOUNGE

Miss Jane Belote
Honored At Shower
At Pinkley Home

Friday Nite, June 18
"Interstate 55"
College & Young At Heart Groups

Reg
'34.
'39.
'45.
149.'
'55.1
'65.1
0
Re

Give him a CAMEO
.
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•
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Some Businessmen
Favor Fair Trade Law
Wilson
Meet

hJIU

in opened her
e meeting of
lomemakers
ay, June 1, at
,t evening.
cted for the
Mrs. Janet
lent; Mrs
esident; Mrs
:retary; Mrs.
er.
given by Mrs
8. Robinson
aeeting. The
the roll call
a for their

ness meeting
rs enjoyed a
pper and a
will be held
Mary Contri

independent business
Are reports of shoddy mer- among
chandise causing independent firms when it comes to fair trade,
business people to re-think the with the exception of the past
By ARMY ARCHED
of
principle
fair
trade couple.
Central Press Association
Correspondea t
Recently quite a volume of
legislation?
came into the HOLLYWOOD — The movie
Results from the continuous complaints
survey now being conducted in Federation by wholesalers and business is going sentimental.
are lookTexas by George Cates, Division retailers complaining of the Producers everywhere
for films like "Love Story"
ing
merthe
of
quality
shoddy
for
Manager
the National
—and like its boxoffice, of
Federation of Independent chandise delivered to them.
course.
It is now indicated by these Now Candy Bergen. who you
Business would seem to indicate
reports that in order to meet the could say, looks like Ali Macthis trend.
Texas has long been known as demands by discounters for still Grow--or vice versa—is starextremely "hard-nosed" in its lower prices, many manufac- ring in a film called "T. R. Basis already being
opposition to any law which turers are cutting the quality of kin," which a way— to "Love
compared—in
meet
to
order
in
products
their
would permit manufacturers to
Story."
establish minimum retail prices that demand for a lower price in The young 127) producer of
for their branded products. This the face of the current in- "Baskin" is Peter Hyams who
says "The fact that everyone
has long been considered a tenet flationary trends.
flocked to 'Love Story' doesn't
of faith infer the Lone Star flag.
Many states have fair trade negate the fact that everyone
But currently the Federation
'MASH'. And the
poll is showing more business statutes on the books, but the also flocked todid fabulous busifact 'Airport'
enforcement
that
are
complaints
people in favor of the state
ness doesn't alter the fact that
enacting enabling-legislation for is quite lackadaisical. And while 'Easy Rider' did too.
fair trade than are opposed. As of it is not anticipated that every "What these films have in comthe present, 1,245 are in favor manufacturer would fair trade mon is that they are all uncomwith 1,054 opposed and 228 his branded products, it is monly good movies. The end
possible that some manufac- product in each case is pretty
holding no opinion.
what it was intended to
While this tabulation to date turers might turn their back on much idea of drawing cosmic
be. The
does not reflect a landslide trend, the discount merchandiser and conclusions as to what audiCandice Bergen
She hits her stride
it is a dramatic reversal of fair trade their brands and make ences want because of 'Love
sentiment from only a few years a bid for the independent supporli s.
uory, is assinine. What audlnext year's
While it would probably e ences want are films that reach game and outguns
back when any serious mention of
trend!
a fair trade law aroused the presumptuous to say, "that as them, touch them." And it seems
CanclIce Bergen (she used to
one word--LOVE— be called "Candy") was signed
Texans to about the same degree Texas goes, so goes the nation," to spell out of
it.
or the lack
for the title role on the strength
their forebearers were aroused the changing attitude in that
• • •
of Mike Nichols' recommendaby a report that General Santa state to fair trade laws may
reflect a national trend sparked WHILE the Hyams piece is tion and an examination of her
Ana was on the way.
frankly sentimental, and he feels footage in his unreleased "CarAllied with this result is the to some extent by the prevailing most viewers will recognize nal Knowledge."
over
consumerism.
concern
vote on another issue calling for a
something of themselves in
Peter Boy!e, who co-stars,
it somewhere, it was not de- had received only $2,500 for his
change in Texas laws to change
signed to capitalize on the suc- previous film, "Joe," and hadn't
BE CAREFUL
the franchise las to permit
cess of "Love Story"--we should worked a film since HiArole is
granting exclusive and protected
FIRE
WITH
point out it was written months radically different, by the way,
territories for franchise holders.
before "Love Story" was re- a chain store tire salesman who
is
date
to
issue
The vote on this
leased.
Southern Forest Institute
meets Candy (excuse it, Can1,166 for, 868 opposed, with 493 joins the U.S. Forest Service,
Hyams maintains it's a dan- dice) and beds down with her
holding no opinion.
gerous game for film makers to for a night filled with converstate forestry agencies and
The principle of fair trade has
for trends as a guideline to sation and nothing much else.
look
the Bear in urging
The sentimental theme difmaking movies. What they
long been a controversial issue. Smokey
the
should do is stay ahead of the fers from "Love Story," says
Arguments against it have care around fires in
centered around the position that woods as the warm weather
it is tantamount to prodce fixing, comes and more and more
and thus in viiolation of the spirit people take to the outdoors
for recreation.
of the antitrust laws.
During the 1960's, more
On the other hand, there is the
argument that a manufacturer than 90 percent of the forest
who puts top quality into his fires in the United States
—Always keep your tires
WASHINGTON, D.C.—
brand must depend on a crops of were caused by man; the
living is properly inflated. This is one of
the
and
"Summertime,
and
lightning
by
remainder
dealers to stock the prbuct brand.
refrain will the most important rules in tire
In turn, he must have some other natural occurrences. easy"—This popular
whistled safety. Check your car owner's
and
hummed,
sung,
be
ciontrol over the pricing of the The goal of the I970's is to
months ahead by manual and make sure you have
product so that discounters and halt man-caused wild fires throughout the
those motorists who have taken the recommended air pressure
other price "sharp-shooters" do and protect our natural forest
their car's for the laod being carried.
not make it impossible for the ,resources for all Americans to the time to prepare
tires for the long vacation trips — Always have the wheel
dealer to make a profit on the Ojjoy.
balance and alignment checked
,abead.
brand.
*0*
before any extended trip.
tripe
summer
your
make
To
In the past ten years the polls
—Always check air pressure
Industry
Tire
the
pleasant,
more
High-gloss finishes need a
taken by the Federation have
Safety Council offers these tips: with a personal hand gauge as
shown a relative indifference paste wax or liquid polish.
service station air towers are
often inaccurate
— Always increase the air
pressure in tires four pounds per
square inch but no over the
-maximum' inflation limit
shown on the tire's sidewall )
before embarking on a long trip
at high speeds on superhighways
ALL MEN 'S
ALL MEN'S
--Always inspect your tires for
abnormal treat wear, fabric
breaks, cuts or other damage.
Also, remove any small stones or
bits of glass embedded in the
tread.
—Always beware of "summer
As rain begins to fall, it
ice."
Regular
Regular
Sale
Sale
mixed with gas and oil films on
134.99
the road creating ice-like con'20.00
'2799 '25.00.
ditions.
139.99
'31.99 '27.50
'22.00
r...
—Always rotate your tires
after they have been driven for
145.00
123.99
'36.00 129.99
5,000 miles.
539.99 95.00528.00
'49.99
Ross R. Ormsby, Chairman of
the Tire Industry Safety Council,
53799
, 544.00 '39.99.
'55.00
emphasized that motorists will
147,99 145.00
'59.99
'36.00
have little cause to worry about
their tire's safety if they
165.00.
'52.00
regularly heed the above tips.
Especially important are the
One Table Men's Stay Press
One Table MEN'S STAY-PRESS
rules relating to proper inflation
and load.
"Excessive heat is a tire's
Reg. s3.99-SALE
Reg. s4.99-SALE
worst enemy," says Ormsby.
"Vacationers, especially. should
NEW SHIPMENT
MEN'S DRESS
$899
remember that excessive heat
build-up in their tires is usually
caused by underinflation or
overloading."
The heat build-up in tires
MEN'S BROADCLOTH
MEN'S STRAW DRESS
results from the flexing of the tire
body. This flexing will increase
as speed increases. Under conditions such as underinflation or
overloading, a car running at
GOOD SELECTION MEN'S
Good Selection MEN'S COLORED
sustained high speeds may cause
tire temperatures to rise above
S0
the critical level of 250 degrees F.
With
Hanes
by
Pockets
by
Hanes
(water boils at 212 degrees F.).
reducing the tire's strength and
MEN'S
tread life, and increasing the risk
$ 1 5°-52°°- MEN'S WHITE SATIN BORDERED
of disablement.
Ormsby reminds motorists that
if there is only one-sixteenth of an
inch or less of tread remaining,
tires should be replaced immediately. Tires with this little
amount of tread are 44 times
more likely to suffer disablement
than new tires.
Built-in "wear bars" show as
smooth bands across the surface
And Receive a
of the tire when the danger level
is reached.
iatiziihlUAHi
siE
tEefiruc

Tire Safety Group Gives
Hot Weather Driving Tips
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Candice puts it this way:
"It's about coping—it's about
the difficulty of having longUniting relationships. It's about
people imprisoning themselves
behind walls they then cannot
really demolish, defense mechanisms that can hold a person
captive rather than freeing him,"
• • •
AFTER seven films that Candice would sooner forget, she
Is finally emerging as a highlyskilled actress in these two
flb-ns, Nichols' "Carnal Knowledge" and the Herbert Rossdirected -T. R. Baskin," tin
case you can't recall some of
the other films — "The Group."
"Sand Pebbles," "The Day the
Fish Came Out," "yivre Pour
Vivre," "The Magus,' and "Getting Straight.")
In -Baskin," Miss Bergen is
on screen 98 per cent of the
film's running time. She admits. "It's a terribly difficult
part, and sometimes when I
worked on the film, I wondered
how my father was ever able to
manage. tWo, not one, but two
characterizations at the same
tin. It must have been a staggering chore."
Incidentally, Miss Bergen
never wanted to be a ventriloquist but she has several hats.
If not voices. She's an accomplished serious writer and a
world-renowned photographer.
And now, has finally decided
she really wants an acting career. And is proving it by her
more recent films. Maybe she
needed a little love — in the
role's"
mo
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By WALTER LOGAN
NEW YORK (UPI) - Mac
Lewis is a traveler, an observer
and a talker. So while traveling
about the country the other
day talking to people in stores
and looking at what they were
wearing he observed that "mature men" are beginning to
take up some of the teen-age
styles.
The "mature man" is somewhat hard to define but you
might call him in the over-25
or over-30 group, conservative,
well-heeled as compared with
the younger group, and the
type that for years woreNnly
blue serge suits, white shirts
and red ties.
Mac, 58, and his brother
Dave, 59, have been dealing
with the mature man since
1938 when they formed
Esquire Sportswear, now the
property of that vast clothing
conglomerate known as
Grnesco. Once they made only
slacks, now they even do unsuits.
- The un-suit can be practically anything from matching
vests and pants to coordinated
tops and bottoms or vest suits
and is usually reserved for
weekend wear by the more
mature men although -the
youngsters wear them everywhere. It is almost always worn
with an open necked sportshirt, and usually with a belt.
Youth is wont to wear them
with boots.
•
"Friday nights through Sunday in New York, that is what
you will see," Mac Lewis said.
"Vests and pants coordinated
beautifully, trimmed up with
shoes, belts, boots, etc.', it is
just great. And during a recent
cross-country trip I saw unsuits being worn in country

MAMIE VW •
•=0 ••••

•••

clubs and the best restaurants
They were being worn proudly,
not just by kids, but by mature
'
men.
He also has observed a revived interest in new clothing,
including knits which are the
big thing this fall.
"About three weeks ago l'
was in a store in the Midwest,
and when I visit there I go onto
the floor to get involved with
the consumer to find out if he
really asks for the new things
or lets the salesman sell him.
"Forty yean ago a man
would just go into a store and
tell a salesman 'I'd like to see a
suit of clothes,'" Lewis
said. "But in this store the guy
was standing in front of a
mirror staring intently at
himself in a beige suit complete
with belted back and flaps on
,
the pockets..
"Nice looking suit," I said.
"He replied that previously he
had only worn blue or gray but
his wife told him to go out and
buy a knit suit and he bought
It'

i

Women surgeons
are ideally suited

SAN FRANCISCO — Dr.
Men liberated
Barbara Monstavicus, 31, one
"Now that men are being of 300 women surgeons in
liberated I think the trend to- America said in San Francisco
ward younger styles will con- that more women should be
tinue. They follow the youth trained as surgeons, and scoffs
group, but they do it in better at the traditional picture of
taste and eventually will create
women fainting at the sight of
their own look. The kids of blood.
course will think up something
Dr. Monstavicius is a leading
else.
specialist in the use of the laser
"When we started making
beam in eye operations and
pants without pleats the kids treatment of eye disease.
went back to wearing pleats.
And kids seeing their father in
the same outfit they have been
The trade territory around
wearing will change to some- Lubbock, Tex. produces 15
thing else. That is why some of per cent of the nation's cotton
them are trying to be so out- and holds 25 per cent of the
landish - so their fathers won't nation's oil reserves,
dare copy them."
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17
to
21
Jewels

Many Styles
to Choose From
Select just the right card
from our fine selection of
Laurel Cards for all occasions
especially
Father's Day!

—FOR MEN —

s299$399$499

T-SHIRTS

The 'mature man'
gets some attention

Hyarns. in that "It's about the
tragedy of lowering your 'expectations because you have
been hurt. It's about expecting
a bit less because things haven't
developed as you had hoped
they would. It's not 'The Perils
of Pauline or 'Midnight CowGIRL!'"

MEN'S TIES

$399 HATS

Men's wear

What World Wants is Love,
Just Sweet Love Stories
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The Lewises help the older
man as much as they Can tot
wear some of the youth stuff.
Take jeans, for example. Skinny kids with lean hips look
peat in blue jeans but somehow they don't always look
right on the mature man. So
Esquire makes a doubleknit
"gentlemen's jean" which
looks like denim jeans but is
really tailored to fit the older
man.
There also was a western
look for the mature type fake suede called bucksuede
and made out of cotton = and
made up into a western looking
shirt-jacket with a yoke, two
high pockets and bronze snaps
and worn with matching pants
with four jean-type pockets
and wide loops for a wide
leather belt.
Knitted slacks came in fancy
geometries, plaids, stripes and
there was a country suit of
extremely wide wale corduroy
with four patch pockets, a
bucksuede tailored sports coat
and something that will outdo
the teen-agers - a fake fur
sports jacket with four flap
pockets, vaguely resembling
sealskin.
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World Is Wonderful
When It Can Be Seen

•
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years
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talk,
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volume of requests.
only for used eyeglasses and has the
back to her husband. He's a good friend of mine, a sweet
New Eyes needamore
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such
articles
precious metal
guy, and deserves better.
ed jewelry and eyeglasses
old watches, jewelry (real, discard
Please print this. She might see it and reahxe she is on
job. As one New Eyes
costume and antique), good or to do its
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Hills,
DEAR ALSO: And what if she doesn't see it? If you
Short
Inc.,
Needy,
the
need.
really want to do your friend a favor, tell his wife to cool it
Jersey 07078. Thousands of longr
gifts can bring vision
talking.
because people are
packages from all over the And these
boy, like Tommy.
United States arrive in the neat to a little
DEAR ABBY: My neighbor's wind chimes are driving
stucco headquarters every year.
There, volunteers, mostly
me batty! I listened to those chimes all last summer and if I
Colorado's state motto is
have to listen to than again this summer I'll go mad, but
housewives, sort out the glasses, "Nil Sine NnIninC", Latin for
separating those in plastic "Nothing Without
what can I do? This neighbor has hung the chimes on a tree
frames from thosein metal Providence."
ubicb is right outside my bedroom window. She has
air-conditioning and I don't, so I have to raise my window' frames
when I retire and all I can bear is tinkling and clinging and
clanging until I could just about jump out of my skin!
Of what earthly good are those chimes anyway? I have a
good relationship with this neighbor, who is very nice, and I
don't want to get her angry with me, so please he me solve
GOING BATTY
this problem peacefully.

Hubby's friends
got her 'number'

_

Nancy

Vegas in 1970, a rarity.
The Sinatra family got together In Las
Tina and Frank Jr.
Sr.,
Nancy
,
From left: Frank, Nancy

It's your ECONOMY

DEAR GOING: Tell your neiglabor that her chimes are a
meanie of annoyance to you, and it site is a "nice" person and
you have a good relatioaship with each other, she will
remove them promptly. It's as simple as that! [P. S. And if
die's ad so "nice" as you thought :be was, and refuses to
remove the chimes, there are laws against disturbing the
peace.
DEAR ABBY: I an afraid I am a pushover for young
people. Three young employees who work with me have
borrowed money from me to meet personal emergencies.
The smallest amount was MO. Not one of those who owes
me has ever mentioned the debt, not made any effort to
repay even a part of it. One debt is two years old. [lty the
way, I didn't ask for any interest on my money, nor den ask
anyone to aign a note.]
Al] three co-workers are very friendly to me, and none
seems embarrassed about his nonpayments. I am far from
wealthy and could use the cash myself as I shall be retiring
soon. How shall I handle this?
OLD ENOUGH TO KNOW BEriaR
DEAR 01.4) ENOUGH: Try this: "Loot, my young
for
friend, you have owed me a
months. I've
said satblag, hoping you would recognize the importance of
keeping your credit good. You will hart yourself in the future
more that you hurt me now if you don't pay your honest
debts. How about it?"
CONFIDENTIAL TO "PRIVATE ANSWER, PLEASE":
A girl who doesn't know how old a girl has to be before she
can leave home is too posing to try
What's your problem? Ysia'h feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY. ses arm, Los Angeles, Cal.
mem. For a perms& reply noel'se stamped, addressed
envelope.
For Abby's sew booklet, "Wien Teen-Agers Want to
Know." seed ei to Abby, Dos MM, Los Angeles, Cal. SONS
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NOW "iwo-cir FAMILIES
ARE INCREASING
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Girls clamored and swooned for Franki
, the Kid
SINGS DOWN THE CURTAIN—Frank Sinatra
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retirin
before
legend
a
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n,
Hoboke
from
he was
public appearances at age 55. At the beginning
. He
a homely, skinny kid surrounded by bobby-soxers

Sight-araimg.
NASSAU, Bahamas (UPI)Nassau and Paradise Island
tourists can come face to fin
with the multi-colored fish of
the Bahamas and still keep dry.
The Seafloor Aquarium features 17 viewing windows
along a descending walkway
for leisurely looks at underwater life. ,In addition, glassbottom boat trips to Nassau's
popular Sea Gardens are available at Prince George Wharf.

First with Biers
NEW YORK (UPI) Scotch whisky, long the most
popular beverage on foreign based airlines was found in a
survey to be the most popular
drink on domestic carriers, too.
Scotch leads in popularity
by greater than 2 to I over the
*wend place bourbon and is
(sr ahead of vodka and gin
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With Oscar in 195$.

Mia

married three
mde headlines almost annually. He was
MikFarrow.
times, to Nancy Barbato, Ava Gardner and
to Eternity."
He won an Oscar in 1953 in "From Here
50 albums.
}If was a man of extremes—fist fights, and

The tra
should
current •
cording
Hamilton
more th:
rally p s
industrial
charisma

even though the martini was
revealed as the most popular
cocktaii,the Black & White survey showed.
Haitian doings
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti
(UPI)- Cruise passengers visiting this seaport will exceed
100,000 this year though most
stay only one day. Tours are.
available through ships' cruise
directors, and usually include a
sumptuous buffet at a
mountain-top hotel, an authentic voodoo show, a tour of the
city and a Casino visit.
On the north coast, cruise
ships calling at Cap Haitien
have tours to the fabled
•Citadelle, with picnic lunch, or
city tours. The passenger who
isn't tour-minded can visit local
markets, buying wooden ware,
and _getting acquainted
the Haitians, who always are
eager to know their visitors.
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SEARCHING FOR A MAN WITH TRUE GRIT to avenge the
murder of her father, Mattie Ross (Kim Darby) hires U.S
Marshal "Rooster" Cogburn IJohn Wayne), the most feared
lawman In the Arkansas territory. Produced by Hal Wallis from
the novel by Charles Pores, Parmount Pictures' "True Grit," in
Technicolor, Now Showing at the Murray Drive In theatre.
"Norwood" starring Glen Campbell Is the 2nd feature on the
program.
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Association
Data: Automobile Manufacturers
By CARL H. MADDEN„ CHIEF ECONOMIST
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Turtles can live on ss
or monthly feedings ands bv
storing water can survive loos
droughts, says Encyclopaedia
Britannica.

Friday and Saturday, June 18th and 19th
8:30 to 12:30

GREMLIN is all you need to know about
subcompacts! And we've got closeout prices
on every Gremlin in stock!
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Coming Friday, July 2ndNow there's a car for the busy
Moms of America
SPORTABOUT!

"THE RAY CHARLES SHOW"
DRUG FOE Dr. Jerome Jaf,
fe, shown in his Univi.1,1 1)
of Chicago office
is an associate professot
psychiatry, is a possibh.• appointee to head a new national drug agency. Ht. has
been a White House eonnitant on drugs foi slime
than a veal

Starring

RAY CHARLES, HIS 16 PIECE BAND & HIS RAMEY'S
Get Your Tickets Now For This Big Exiravapnza
CaU or Come By The Cabana Club For Tickets

2045

South Beltline—Ph. 442-7111
•
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Wall Street
Chatter
NEW YORK (UPI)—"Continning concern regarding the
high level of interest rates and
increasing expectations that a
resurgence of inflationary pressures will develop over the next
several months are likely to
preClude any significant market
recovery at this juncture,"
Neuwirth Management & Research Corp. belieces. The
company foresees a narrow
trading range for the next few
weeks "with the 870-900 area
on the Dow Jones industrial
average) likely to provide
major support."

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
OPEN 9 A.M.-9 P.M. MON.-SAT.
1 TO 6 P.M. SUNDAYS
For Easy Living

100% POLYESTER

Despite the "inevitable psychological but temporary" corrections, F. I. Dupont, Glore
Fro gan & Co. maintains a
"bullish stance on the stock
market." The company advises
investors to "stop worrying
about ... excess demand" and
urges them to look for
sustained demand backed by
expansion policies "for the next
two years or more."

968.

I three
arrow.
rnity."
!bums.

The traditional summer rally
market's
halt the
should
current consoliation phase, acAlexander
cording to the
Hamilton Institute. Furthermore the Institute sees the
rally pushing "the Dow Jones
industrial average over the
charismatic 1000 mark."
"May's short term correction
came right along or schedule,"
the Indicator Digest believes.
As to time and the extent of the
drop, the newsletter says the
"decline has already encompassed much of what was
expected of it." Also, the
to
has served
correction
"identify those stocks which
are likely to be the market
leaders in the next phase of the
advance," the analyst believes.

tveuge the
hires U.S
ost feared
raffia from
te Grit," in
tre.
are on the

CAR BRA
LOS ANGELES (UPI)—For
the man who worries about his
car chafing, a Los Angeles auto
accessories salesman is featuring a padded "car bra" as an
ideal gift for Father's Day.
Velem B. Haan says "flying
stones, nicks, scratches, but
stains and road tar are hard on
cars' front panels and hoods."
He claims "our car br
cords& softer iniadringlhan that
used in women's in order to
eliminate chafing."
HEROIN FINDER
REHOVOT, Israel (UPI)—An
Israeli firm says it has
developed an instrument that
can detect hidden explosives or
heroin.
Hydronautics-Israel Limited
said Tuesday the device could
be used against smuggling and
hijacking.
The company described the
detection system as highly
sensitive, extremely accurate
and portable. Exactly how the
device works was kept secret.

PRICES GOOD THURS.-FRI.-SAT.-SUN. — JUNE 17-18-19-20

MEN'S SLACKS

Beautiful colors to go with any decor in

Two way texturized, no ironing
ever. The ultimate in comfort
and style!

long-wearing, durable vinyl. Steel frame
and ball bearing.

newest colors. Distinctive
styling in the latest fashion
colors.

Values to '6.00
Use ROSES
LAY-AWAY
It's Fast
and Convenient

MEN'S NAME BRAND

WATCHES
A Real
Buy!
Several to $ 1 993
choose from!

8 TRACK CAR TAPE PLAYER

KODACOLOR-X 126
FILM CARTRIDGE
12
ures

Reg. '1.17

RODNEY COURT
SHOES for MEN
Distinctive styling in the
latest fashion colors.

with Motor Stop and Extra Fine Tuning

99;

Starts playing automatically when tape is inserted! Stops when removed,
changes channels automatically or marurally. Indicator light shows

-

NORELCO TRIPLE
HEADER ELECTRIC
SHAVER
Super microgroove floating
heads for faster, closer

POLAROID 108 FILM
Bright color pictures in
60 seconds!

* LUNCHEONETTE SPECIAL *
THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Hamburger Steak

HOT

Complete with
Vinyl Carry Case

by Clark Kinnaird
LL MANNER of amulets
1i valuable as collectors'
Items may turn up among old
family possessions, rummage
Sales, junk-shops. For generation after generation countless
individuals have placed faith
or hope in charms or talismen
as protectors against witchcraft, illnesses, accidents, etc.
They have been carried as
parchment inscribed. in abracadabra, or some other mystic jargon. Many have formed
jewelry for neck, ear, finger,
wrists, waists. An all-around
amulet, nationally advertised

CHARCOAL
LIGHTER
QUART SIZE
Quarts $ 1

3
EVEREADY

Single mantle.
Lightweight,
compact.

WATERPROOF
LANTERN
Cho*. from 2 tom ifylos ia
15o borrow /roof or <row mica is•
sail. mop, of co/on SPors S
L - XL

COMBTM
Dryer/Sty ler

Electrically hatted air from the comb-blower puts
:owlicks and unruly waves where they belong, to
stay Gives hair more body. 2 combs, brush snap into$
lightweight power handle Easy to use with detachable cord and high-low temperature selector. In deuse travel wallet, a gift he'll use . . and use.

Reg. '22.88

It] in the Nineties, was represented by "Prof. A. Chrystal,
Inventor" as itti "electric belt"
with even higher powers than
the copper bracelets worn as
trustingly as amulets in 1970s.
"Its unseen current puts
life and force into whatever
it touches .. . Never falls to
cure rheumatism, backache,
early decay, lack of vitality,
nervous debility, underdevelopment," he claimed.
•
• The collector of amulets is
not merely instructed richly in
imman nature. He can assume
protection from whatever powers they may possess.
(Dirt. by King Features llyndlcate)

Stripes and solids.
Latest fashioh, in all the

with 6-Volt Battery
It's waterproof
It floats
Push button switch

Provides 8-10 hours
of light without refill.
Windproof.

Reg.
5.67

•

•!

.
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nsion And Father'
UNCLE LEE Celebrates Their New Expa
Have More
Day With A Grand Opening Sale. We Now
To
Merchandise, Wider Aisles and 40,000 Square Feet
Ramble In. Look For More Quality Merchandise at

ALL PRICES GOOD FRIDAY-SATURDAY-SUNDAY-MONDAY
HIGHWAY 79 EAST—PARIS, TENNESSEE

UNCLE LEE'S.

CHECK THESE SPECIAL PRICES!
GALAXY

PORTABLE ELECTRIC
FAN Room Size Regular $9.49

2 Chairs and Chaise Lounge
5 Web, sturdy aluminum

ALADDIN

VANGUARD
thermos
Quart Size

LAWN
CHAIR
WEBBING

2" Double Ply
1
50 FL Full /
Vinyl 7'fear Guarantee.
Uncle Lee $2.49$
49
Reg. Price
ng
Grand Openi
SPECIAL
PRICE!

GRAND OPENING

SPECIAL!
20 GALLON

155 Ft. Roll All Colors Will
Do Four Average
Chairs Or Two Average
Lou nges.

PLASTIC
GARBAGE CAN

$179

Silver Grey
With Black Lid

HUSKY

97t

100 only

ELECTRIC

ICE CREAM
FREEZER

CHARCOAL
BRIQUETS

Inside Wall Paint
9 colors, White
and ceiling White

20 LBS.
Grand Opening
SPECIAL

STYROFOAM

ICE
CHEST

30 QT.

Model 6540
Our Best Model
Regular Price $19.49 DELUXE

ALUMINUM HANDLES
REG. $1.49

FIBRE GLASS
(Not Plastic)
See thru Top
4 Quart Size
••.%),V•/••,,,
•
4- ,:14•:•.•
••;4,44•••4;•:•,X.C•;•".....:•:••%•••,%:•:.f•::0:d•44,0"

"D" SIZE

AUTOMOTIVE
NEW SHIPMENT
UTO FLOOR MAT

JOHNSON
GLO-COAT

FLOOR WAX
HARD GLOSS 16 OZ.

EVERYREADY
BATTERY

NEW ITEMS
"Trico" Windshield

I.ACH

BRAKE SHOES

$499

SET (2 WHEELS)
$200 Deposit on old shoes

AE-1

COAST
GUARD
APPROVED
SPECIAL

LIFE JACKETS

SPINCAST REEL
Model 1700, Filled With 12 lb. Test
Line, Regular $15.97

LIMIT 2

PLUS...CUSTOM MADE
MASKING TAPE
% INCH X60
UNCLE LEE REGULAR PRICE 29'
SPECIAL,

VINYL
U.S.A. MADE
Guaranteed By

LIFE RAFTS

Full 72"
For Swimming

SOUTHBEND ROD
All Carboloy Guides, Worm Rod or
Medium Action 2 Piece, Your Choice

BOTH FOR ONLY $1687
YOUR CHOICE,

ALL PRICES GOOD FRIDAY-SATURDAY-SUNDAY-MONDAY 18-11-20-21
.it•AIW•s•
.

MIDLAND
SPORTMATE
3 BAND
AC/DC
PORTABLE

HIGHWAY 79 EAST

SUNBEAM FAST
BACK SHAVER
Grand Opening

PARIS, TENNESSEE
WESTCLOX
WATCH

No. 727

$22'

REG. $32.50 PAYLESS SALE

SELF WINDING

17 JEWELS

GET BUTANE
FUEL FREE
$4.93 VALUE
GRAND OPENING
qn
SPECIAL c
Payless #2Lu
Sale

RADIO
3/2" Full Range
Speaker
No. 10-546
REG. $39-95

GRAND OPENING
SPECIAL!

Silver No. 38120
Reg. $27.95
Grand Opening
$
Special

1788

PAYLESS SALE

R SHAVE
SMART SET No. 8042

98,

Payless Sale

LYSOL
SPRAY
DISINFECT

136

4 OL After Shave
3/4 oz. Spray REG. $1.98
Payless Sale

HAIR
SPRAY

WOODBURY SOAP
BATH SIZE
ASSORTED
3 For
COLORS
Payless Sale

13 OL REG. 98'
PAYLESS SALE

29Qt

KING SIZE $
REG. $1.98
PM LESS
SALE

PILLSBURY
SWEET 10
6 OZ. LIQUID
NO CALORIE FOOD SWEETNER
NO CYCLAMATE
REG. 99'
PAYLESS
SALE

49t

Sizes: Small, Medium
-Large—Extra Large

LADIES
SHIFT DRESSES

ONE TABLE

HOUSESLIPPERS

BATH TOWELS
HAND TOWELS
WASH CLOTHS

8 to 14

MARKED
WAY DOWN!
SANDALS
For The Family

WHILE THEY LAST!

LADIES
TERRYCLOTH
SHORT SETS
Small-Medium-Large
Regular $4.88

Child's sizes
4 to 8 and 9 to 3
Men's 6% to 12
Boys 3 to 6

ONLY

NOW...

$300

SPECIAL

INFANT
DRESSES

$ 87to $487
Ladies Permanent

PRESS SHORT SETS

LADIES PEASANT
DRESSES
IN JUNIOR AND PETITE
SIZES 3 to 13
REGULAR $9.98
REDUCED TO...

$588

LADIES PEASANT SKIRTS
Small-Medium —Large $
Regular $4.88
SPECIAL NOW

88
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Over 25,000
Vets Train
In G.I. Bill

N. VIET ANO CONG
ARTILLERY ATTACKS
ALLIED DMZ POSITIONS
/
'SOO TONS 1106111S ,LAOS
z
'
DROPPED IN 44
HOURS IN KHE
SASH. CAM LO
AREAS- I 0,000
REDS MASSED

il

DA HANG Off
LIMITS TO
U.S.-TENSION
OVEI TEAFFIC
FATALITY
REVIVE TWO-MOWN
PINE RASE 5 NEW

19 KILLED LOWEST
U.S. ONE-WEEK
TOLL IN 6 YEARS,
SAYS SAIGON
N. VIES PRISONER
SAYS COMMUNISTS
HAD MORE THAN
1.400 CASUALTIES,
INCLUDING SOO DEAD,
IN 2-WEEK FIGHTING

educational benefits after
separation from service undec
other than dishonorable conditions with at least 181 days of
active military duty, any part of
it after January 31, 1956.
Veterans also are eligible il
released because of a service
connected disability.
The VA Regional Office
Director urged veterans and
servicemen
interested
in
educational benefits to contact
their nearest VA office, or their
local
veterans
service
organization representative.

Impressionist
Must Mimic
Well Knowns
By VERNON SCOTT
Fl Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) -When
a professional impressionist
does his thing, imitating movie
stars, he stays on solid ground
with Cagney, Bogart, Ed
Sullivan, Edward G. Robinson
and Cary Grant.
Why not Elliot Gould, Dustin
Hoffman and Jack Nicholson?
Frank Gorshin, who may
very well be the best mimic
ever, has a candid answer:
"Nobody would know who I was
doing." ,
Gorshin contends he would be
t

The Veterans Administration
today announced 25,246 veterans
and servicemen had trained
under the current G. I. Bill in
Kentucky as the Bill's Fifth
Anniversary rolled around on
June 1.
"Protein spices" are spices
J. G. Ratliff, Director of the often used with protein
foods
Louisville Regional Office, said such as meat, poultry , fish, eggs
that nationally 2,500,000 veterans and beans. The term incl
and servicemen have trained red pepper, celery seed, chili
under the current Bill(FL 89-358) and curry powders, marjoram,
so far, compared to 2,391,00( sage, mustard, poultry seasonunder the Korean Conflict Bill ing, thyme and rosemary.
(PL 82-550) during its 13 year
history.
Of the 25,246 G. I. Bill trainees
in Kentucky, 24,022 were
veterans, and 1,224 were servicemen. Veteran trainees
followed the national pattern of
generally heavier enrollment in
institutions of higher learning as
compared to below college level
training and on-the-job training.
However, servicemen who
trained in Kentucky deviated
from the pattern of heavier
enrollment in institutions of1
higher learning, he observed.'
Only 96 servicemen have studied
at this level under the current G.
Use on walls
I. Bill, compared to 1,128 below
needed
priming
No
college level.
Veterans become eligible for

just as well off doing an
impression of his dentist as
that of Gould so far as the
audience is concerned.
"Before an impression is
workable it must be recognized
by the public," Gorshin explained.
"I believe Nicholson, Gould,
Hoffman and the other newcomers have just as clear-cut
characteristics as Bogart and
Cagney. They just haven't been
around as long.
"When I first did my
impressions of Burt Lancaster
Douglas people
Kirk
and
thought it would be impossible
because they hadn't been done
before.
"Believe me, put Hoffman
vitt to one of the old stars and
vciu will see he has his own
ittitudes, mannerisms and
;peech patterns."

On television and in his
Ughtclub act Gorshin can call
xi some 40 personalities with
Aartling impressions. Yet there
are those he wohl touch.
"I don't do Sullivan, Bogart,
C000tr, Walter Brennen or
Jimmy Stewart because everyone else has been using them
for years. And I've never done
a female star because it's
never occurred to me."
Gorshin was at a loss to
if any
explain why few
impressionists attempt to mimic Bob Hope. Nobody ever did
Robert Taylor or Tyrone Power
although they were as big
boxoffice as Clark Gable who
still is a favorite of impressionists.
Gorshin has never set out
purposely to study a cekdrity
in order to do an impression.
Instead he sacs their movies or

television snows and gradually
subconsciously absorbs their
physical and vocal traits
Luggage Mies eased
AKRON, Ohio (UPI) - Airline pareengen complain more
about lost and damaged baggage than anything else, and
something is being done about
it.
Twenty-one of the world's
leading airlines flying the
Boeing 747 now load passengers baggage into protective
containers that carry the luggage until it is unloaded at
destination, says Goodyear
Aerospace Corp., maker of
such containers. As well as
reducing complaints, the system also speeds up passenger
baggage service, the company
says.

ATHER'S DA

FLAT PAINT
and ceiling.

FISH RODS
$1.77-2.77-57.77
REELS
54.77-57.77

on most new walls.
gal $297

Charles
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Tuesday
Chesemor
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attack
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A ma
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Henry Co
and
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at two p
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with B. B
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Pall
Riley Cri
Buddy R
Gerald We
Born
County, he
Walerui
Charles W.
the former
and she
member of
Christ.
Besides
leaves
Patricia
Mrs. Ca
Madison
Dodd of
Howard of
Mrs.
brothers,
and James
Calif and
Another
Morris, di
Funeral
Sunday.

Klrksey

for
FOON• FOR NIXON-This new $200,000 bulletproof limousine is being built
bejie President Nixon in the basement of a Ford building in Dearborn, Mich. It is
ing hand-crafted to U.S. Secret Service specifications on a Lincoln Continental
frame and will be similar to limousines now in use by the White House. It will be
leased to the White House at $5,000 a year. In 1968 Ford signed an eight-year
contract ti) provide two of these at all times, with a new one every four years.

GOODYEAR
ALL WEATHER
8.25-14
4-ply Whitewall Tire

TWO FOR ONE!
D70-14
WIDE OVAL TIRE
Red or white.
List Price '49.50
TWO FOR $4950

$2097 exch.
with tax

IWO FOR ONE!
6.45-14
WHITEWALL TIRE
List Price 837.95 ea.

Two FOR $3795
plus 12.08 tax

S
MOWER
All Have Briggs-Stratton
JUST A FEWii
FIRST COME-FIRST SERVED!
REG.

-SALE!

PRICE
PRICE
$4.98 GE KITCHEN CLOCK $2-97
$4-97
BIG BEN ALARM
$8.98
.88 _IRONING PAD-COVER SET .47
$14.77
GE TOASTER
$18.95
$18.98GE ELEC TOOTHBRUSH$9-77
$23.95 GE PROFESSIONAL HAIR
- $19.77
DRYER
$11.95 GE STEAM DRY IRON $7.77
GE PORTABLE VACUUM
$14.95
$9.87
CLEANER
$11.95 INSULATED ICE BUCKET
SET
Give us your money to save, and
well make sure that it earns good interest. And is safely
insured up to $20,000. And is there when you need it. OK?

SAVE 18.18
8 PIECE
CLUB ALUMINUM
Cooking Utensils
4 Color
Was 144,95
SALE

EASY START ENGINES
RIDING MOWER
8 h.o.-30-In. Cut
$3970
'Elec. Start. 3-Sideed
Regular s459.95
22-INCH Self-Propelled $7777
Regular 189.95
19-INCH ROTARY
Regular '59.95 $497
*PA I N T *
Mary Carter
i Interior-Exterior
Oil Base
TRIM & DECK
OUTSIDE WHIT
Floors, Metal,
Wood
Reg, '6.89
Reg. 6.49 gal.
Two Gal. $1 1" Two Gal. 59"

SHUR TORQUE
TRACTOR TIRE
11.2-28
Goodyear List 175.40
SALE
$4277
plus 13.48 tax

claimed by
9:10 a.m.
Division of
County H
of age.
The d
the Bell Cit
was a r
Union Car
Paducah.
Survivors
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Funeral
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of the
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officiating.
Burial
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the Robe
Mayfield.

SAVE '1.58
75 FEET
GOODYEAR

GARDEN HOSE
REGULAR-4"iSALES 1.77
51.19 Hose Holder 97'

REDUCED!,
Shottuns. Save '40.00
Handguns
1400 Automatic Winchester 12 ga.
17
.
SHOTGUN
WAS 1159.95' I I
SAVE '5.00
Dependable Pushbutton
Switch Controls Speed
2 Speed Breeze Box
20-INCH FAN
McGraw-Edison, Guaranteed
WAS 11991
SALE $

1477
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Charles W. Howard
Dies On Tuesday

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Today's Stock
Market

MSU Lists Graduates
From Calloway County

YORK (UPI)-The
NEW
Charles Wesley Howard, 55, of
Federal State Market News
stock market opened mixed in
Buchanan, Tenn., Route 4 died Service June 17, 1971
trading today.
Tuesday morning at 11:30 at Kentucky Purchase Area Hog moderate
Although commencement Murray;
after the opening, the
Chesemore Hospital, Paris, Market Report Includes 10 Shortly
were held at Murray Don
exercises
Walker Kerte, Jr., 1512
Dow Jones industrial average
Tenn., after suffering a heart Buying Stations
University June 5, it will be DudleyLovett,
State
M
2,
Murray;
gohnt
Itt
D
348
the
Of
off
907.86.
0.73
was
at
his
listing
in
attack while working
Receipts: Act. 1112 Est. 1100
several days before a final
R.
Murray; Dwight
traded, 133 advanced and
issues
garden at home.
Barrows and Gilts 25 higher Sows
A the graduates is compiled.
93 declined.
viad pd; W. Main,
:
ne
lurT
) Da
5t1 714
y. 7
nnreasth
12414er
'
n
t
A machine repairman at Paris steady
exaWctilsonnumGbearntt_,,
Steel
U.S.
group,
steel
the
In
said
years,
for
23
Manufacturing
and registrar,
US 1-3 200-230 lbs. $18.50-19.00; at 311
4 missions
/
4 and Bethlehem at 211
/
tes;n
Howard was vice-president of US 2-4 190-240 lbs. $18.2548.50;
"`
"'
sa.univergity
Melvin 0 Neal, 101% S.13th,
es: Republic held
lost
each
until
known
Henry County Fair Association US 2-4 240-260 lbs. $17.7548.25;
be
4, but Armco not
1
at 25/
unchanged
ay; Peniche,
urridbert
';leErc,lwmard
aYil
urrhi
m
cheat
a
Paris
and assistant ringmaster of
officials have completed
US 3-4 260-280 lbs. $17.00-17.75;
gained % to 17%.
candidate's credentials to
Saddle Club.
each
Sows
of
General Motors surrendered
graduation Donald Steven Rogers, 103
that
Funeral services are being held US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $13.50-14.50;
4 to 28. certify
1
it to 81%, Chrysler /
McEvoy
at
ark St., Murray; Alicia
$12.50-13.50;
have been met.
at two p.m, today
US 1-3 300-550 lbs.
requirements
American Motors was steady at
Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn., US 2-3 450-650 lbs. $11.50-12.50.
A record number of 921 can- lazar. Univ. Station, Murray;
6.
didates for graduation filed Ernst W. Schorrig, 207 S. 15th,
with B. B. James officiating.
Among the chemicals, Du
Vandyke
in
Burial will be
Mayfield Feeder Pig Sale Pont dipped % to 14114, but applications for degrees for the urray; Phyllis Jane Sprunger,
Cemetery.
Thursday, June 17, 1971 total Union Carbide gained Vs to spring exercises, the 48th in the 6061-2 Miller, Murray; Sherie
history of the school. Among that ayne Turner, 1202 Dogwood,
Pallbearers are J. D. Parrish, head 928, compared to last week
4, and Dow Chemical 34 to
1
46/
number are 811 for bachelor's urray; Nancy Lucas Willis,
Riley Crick, Jimmy Morris, $4.00 - $6.00 lower, lightweights
1011
4.
/
,
degities and 110 for master's 625 Catalina Dr., Murray
Buddy Raines, Harry Lee, under 25 lbs.- $25.00.
J.D.Orr at Master Tire Service, Caldwater Road,is seated behind the wheel of the B. F.
In the oils, Jersey Standard
degrees.
1702 'Radial Tire-Bird, which has been on display at Master Tire for the past two days. The race car h
Gerald Webb and Thomas Steele.
Dart-el
Wilson,
Gene
78, while Getty and
to
%
lost
degrees
for
Candidates
Born Dec. 18, 1915, in Henry US 1-2 26-35 lbs., 23.25
Murray;
1f/701,f Pontiac Firebird Trans Am, prepared by Lew spencer of Godsall Holdings Atlantic, LImlted
Occidental were unchanged at
23 states besides RYan'
B°
represent
ind
a
Robert
County, he was a son of Mrs. US 1-2 36-45 lbs., 23.50
Hazel;
;
Wilson,
jrruny
is powered by a 425 b.p. Pontiac Ram-Air IV 400 CID destroked to 303 CID. B. F. Goodrich Radial
It
2 and 18, respectively,
/
871
Kentucky and eight foreign Tyrone Young, 412 S. 16th, A street tires are used on the car.
Walena Howard and the late US 1-2 46-55 lbs., 21.75
Natomas climbed 1% to 93%.
Staff Photo By David
countries. Among the candidates Murray
Charles W. Howard. He married US 1-2 56-69 lbs., 21.00-22.50
Penn Central was unchanged
1941
from Calloway
these,
are
the former Evelyn Mizell in
at 5 in the rails. Southern
County:
and she survives. He was a US 1426-35 lbs., 19.00
Pacific dipped % to 39%, but
Bachelors Degrees
member of East Wood Church of US 1-3 36-45 lbs., 19.50
Burlington Northern gained %
K. Adams, Fleda K.
Beverly
Christ.
US 1-3 46-55 lbs., 18.25
to
to 47%. Boeing gained %
Elizabeth Belote, John B.
Adams,
Besides his wife and mother, he US 1-3 56-19 Its., 18.00
20% in the aircrafts. ICLM lost
Bilbrey, Loretta J. Boyd, Paul R.
leaves three daughters, Mrs. US 1-3 70-89 lbs., 16.25
es to 49% among the airlines.
Memphis,
of
Brower, Cheryl S. Brown, Robert
Patricia Welker
US 1-3 90-110 lbs., 16.25
14%.
to
Pan Am eased ei
Brown, Oleta E. Burkeen,
S.
Mrs. Carol Hehemann of
The honor roll for the second Ann Taylor, Mary Tull and
IBM fell 44 to 323% in its
man's progress through
F. Calhoun, Walter C.
Deborah
Madisonville, Ky., and Mrs. Gail US 1-4 26-35 lbs., 14.50
thousands of years in the isles semester and for the final six Jo Ward.
IRVING
GORDON
By
group. Zenith gained % to 54%,
Carman, Kenneth N. Carson,
Dodd of Mansfield; a son, Gerald US 14 36-45 lbs., 13.75
.4
weeks grading period at Murray SOPHOMORES-Cathy
of Denmart.
Copley News Service
as did Litton to 31%. Control
Gerald L. Carter, Gail M
Howard of Clarksville; a sister, US 1-4 56-69 lbs., 16.00
4.
/
The most fascinating finds High School has been released by Christopher, Mark Compton, aiiin
Data held unchanged at 611
Cherry, Robert D. C.tnulaway,
Mrs. Agnes Little of Paris; two
are from the Bronze Age, 1500- the principal, Eli Alexander, and Ewin, Nancy Herndon, Charism
SEAIAND, Denmark - The
Polaroid picked up % to
Geneva L. Cooper, Halide C. islands of Denmark, all 500 of
brothers, Ewing Howard of Paris Boars 26-35 lbs., 18.75; 56-69 lbs., 114%, Xerox % to 114%.
500 B.C., when Denmark is as follows:
Hussung, Larry Lockhart, BO
H.
Kaye
Sylvia
Cunningham,
and James Howard of Yuba City, 15.25; 70-89 lbs., 14.25.
became a center for trade
them are part of the charm of
Second Semester
Pinlcston,
Doran, Tim Dotson, Shirley this little European nation
Calif., ind six grandchildren.
between north and south, and
SENIORS-Ann Battle, Jim
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Full checkup needed
on auto before trip
By MURRAY J. BROWN
Travel Editor
NEW YORK (UPI) Millions of Americans will pile
into cars this year for their
annual family summer vacations to near and faraway places. Thousands will never come
home again.
Last year, more than 53,000
men, women and children
ended up on cold slabs in
morgues because of highway
accidents. That's about 8,000
more than the 10-year total of
US. combat deaths in Indochina.
In hopes of helping to cut
the toll of "sudden death" on
our national highways, Arthur
Godfrey, national chairman of
the Highway Safety Foundation, has come up with some
suggestions for families planning automobile vacations The
Foundation is a nationwide
nonprofit safety research group
based in Cleveland, Ohio.
According to "the old redhead" of radio and television,
the most important week in
any vacation could be the week
before leaving home. This week
should be spent in checking
out the car, paying special attention to tires, brakes,
steering, lights and windshield
wipers, he said.
"Let the wife and kids take
part," Godfrey said recently."It
will help establish a safety
theme for the long drives.
ahead."
He said the is a good time
also to explain automobile disci,pline to the youngsters.
• "Tell them how dangerous
can be to distract the
/driver," he said. "Plan and
ziplain acceptable games and
activities geared to keep the
kids occupied and out (if mischief, especially on long hauls.
"If you're en route and
immediate discipline is necessary, don't try to steer with
one hand and try to dispense
instant justice with the other.
Highway Safety Foundation
files contain hundreds of reports of serious traffic accidents caused by drivers Milo

un

A
L

divided their attention between
the road ahead and unruly kids
in the rear seat."
Plea routes
Godfrey recommended drivers also plan travel routes
ahead of time by studying
maps, and becoming familiar
with turnoffs, detours, etc.
And he said don't travel against
deadlines by telling relatives or
friends that you'll arrive at a
specific time. "A car is not a
time machine. Trying to make
up lost time by increasing your
speed involves you in a race in
which death is often the only
winner," he said.
Godfrey warned motorists
to pay particular attention to
the tires. "They're the only
contact with Mother Earth
when we re on the road and
our safety depends on them to
a great degree," he said. He
cited a recent study by the
Foundation of 14,000 paw
eager tires from vehicles involved in accidents. He said the
survey showed an unusually
large percentage had less than
2/32 inches of tread. In accidents occurring on wet roads,
vehicle; with less than 2/32
inches of tread outnumbered
cars with higher tread depths
nearly two to one, Godfrey
said.
"While federal regulations
now require a minimum of
2/32 inches of tread, our
organization strongly advises
motorists to insure their driving safety by making certain
that all tires have at least 4/32
inches of tread depth," Godfrey said. He suggested having
the tires, including the spare,
checked at the neighborhood
service station before
departure.
Important also, Godfrey
said is that everyone in the car
buckle their seat or shoulder
belts and keep them buckled as
long as the car is in motion. He
said a Foundation study
showed that the chances of
being killed in an occident is
four times greater for passengers not wearing safety belts
than for those who do. The
survey also said that for un-

bednxxvis per unit and in average sale price of 160,000
would cost the schools about
$615 per home more than it
By RUM YOUNGBLOOD
would generate in taxes.
development
the year before Hawaii became the
HONOLULU (UPI)
luxury
a
But
with $90,000 homes averaging 50th state in 1959, it had 243,215 visitors. Last year, 1,586,273
4.4 bedrooms per unit would came, most of them Mainlanders. Obviously, Americans are
produce $775 more in taxes curious about their "Aloha State."
Newcomers learn quickly that in Hawaii they can choose their
than it would add to school
paradise. In 1970, almost one-third of the visitors travelled
costs.
Apartments with one or two beyond the island of Oahu, site of Honolulu and Waikiki, to see
bedrooms also provide sur- the natural splendor of at least one of the other islands in the
pluses of revenue to the Hawaiian archipelago.
schools although apartments
Waikiki, with its famed beaches, towering hotels, busy stores
with three or more bedrooms and sophisticated night life, is usually the first stop. The beach,
By ROBERT MUSEL
just aCroC,ii the street from many of the hotels, is popular with
LONDON (UPI)-American tend to produce deficits.
Stuart and Teska said the bikini watchers and 'sportsmen who favor surfing, outrigger
research workers have found
industrial and com- canoeing and spear fishing in addition to swimming.
that interferon, one of the owners of
mercial buildings pay more in
Since Hawaii's strongest competition for tourists Comet from
body's natural defenses against
property taxes than the cost of Europe and the Caribbean, the Hawaii Visitors Bureau, funded
to
"appears
infection,
virus
educating the children of their primarily by the state for the promotion of travel to the islands,
exert some anticancer effect in employes.
has launched a campaign to inform visitors that Hawaii has more
some human cancers."
"If considerable deficit- to offer than sun and surf, if that isn't enough.
the
and
Ayre
Ernest
J.
Dr.
producing growth is permitted,
Hawaii, the only state with a monarchy in its past, has a
three other doctors of the the tax rate must be increased unique history. lolani palace, the former royal palace of the
National Cancer Cytology cen- to maintain fiscal balance," kingdom of Hawaii and the only royal palace in the U.S., is only
ter of Jericho, N.Y., cited Stuart and Teske said. "If a few minutes from the beach. The mission houses, erected by
experiments in cancer of the surplus-producing growth is the New England missionaries in 1821, are still standing across
cervix in which a newly encouraged, tax rates could from the palace.
discovered synthetic nucleic conceivably he lowered."
Recent history is recalled by a visit to Pearl Harbor, where
acid, Poly IC., was used to
the U.S.S. Arizona memorial stands above the partly submerged
stimulate the production of cells by a relatively non-toxic battleship in which more than 1,000 men have been entombed
interferon by tissue cells.
chemical, which does not affect since the surprise Japanese attack on Dec. 7, 1941.
In a paper prepared for the the normal cells, is of Neighbor islands
congress of the International substantial interest possessing
From the crowded beaches, busy streets and noise of Waikiki,
Academy of Cytology, they said real possibilities for further
'the visitor who wants to see the other Hawaii is transported to.
that while it was too early to successful research."
draw final conclusions, micros- Dr. Ayre, who is the islands rimmed by long white beaches or black ones, formed from
tropical valleys, rugged
copic studies made it appear developer of a simplified gargle lava. The Wands beckon, too, with lush
that each application of Poly test method of detecting early mountains, and waterfalls.
On Hawaii, Maui and Kauai, the most popular neighbor
I.C. resulted in the elimination cancer or premalignancy in the
to visit, modern hotels are only steps away from the
islands
of some groups of tancercells. mouth, signed the paper with
wild, primitive beauty of tropical and semi-tropical plant life.
"If this hypothesis is ttue", Drs. Romeo Narvaez, J. J.
The island of Hawaii, largest in the 1,610-mile-loryi chain
the paper said, "induced Logelo and Murray Sanders.
122 islands, is the home of Kilauea, one of the world s most
of
interferon appears to exert
active volcanoes. A well-paved road leads through lush fern
some anticancer effect in some
forests to the 4,000-foot plateau buih up by the volcano. Here,
human cancer of the cervix.
with lodgings right on the edge of the crater, visitors may
evidence
Also it adds additional
watch in comfort as Kilauea occasionally pours streams of lava
to the belief that cervical
It
toward the sea and sends fire fountains into the air.
Ma
cancer is a virus-caused disease
The top of Mauna Kea, a dormant volcano nearby, is covered
41 •••
441144.
other investigators have
and
snow during the winter months and is becoming a popular
with
is
•
Men's
Liberation skiing spot.
1,1411 '2;
411111 • '
presented strong evidence that
St.
herpes virus type-2 is the movements, complementary
The terrain of Hawaii's volcano country and the crater of
EP
) responsible viral agent, trans- to, rather than hostile to, Haleakala on the island of Maui resemble landscapes from the
(3
Women's Lib is spreading moon. Within Hakakala, the world's largest dormant volcano,
mitted sexually.
on are small crater cones, a lake, caverns, a desert plain and lux"It is also noteworthy that rapidly, particularly
university campuses.
uriant meadows. Overnight camping in cabins in the crater is
I.C.
Poly
changes
following
cell
GENERAL CHARGED WITH VIET MURDERS — The U.S.
The groups hold meetings at easily arranged.
resemble those sometimes obArmy announced in Washington that Brig. Gen. John
which members review their
Spectacular Waimea Canyon, a colorful counterpart of the
served following Poly I.C.
Donaldson (right), 47, a native of Fort Oglethorpe, Ga.,
own "male chauvinism," Grand Canyon, highlights a visit to Kauai. The island also boasts
obthose
sometimes
resemble
has been charged with murdering six South Vietnamese
discuss their anxieties and
served following cobalt (I.E. strive for better understanding the earth's rainiest spot, Waialeale, with an average annual
civilians and assaulting two others a few months after
rainfall of more than 40 feet a year.
radiation) treatment ..."
the My Lai massacre. The last Americasrgeneral accused
of women.
The paper said all cases
of war crimes was Brig. Gen. Jacob H. Smith (left),
studied exhibited "cell regrescourt-martialed because of his order during the Phi'llppine insurrection of 1901 that all persons above the age
sion of moderate extent while
of 10 on Samar Island should be killed as potential foes
two showed total regression. No
toxic reaction was demonstraaarroal cells displayed no
of alteration."
,Stressing the advantages of a
possible mechanism in the body
against viruses and tumors as
opposed to the use of chemotherapeutic agents which tend to
be damaging to all cells, the
paper said:
"It is suggested that the
appearance of any specific
destructive changes in tumor

maintain a cost-revenue baBy NORMAN KEMPSTER
lance for local school services,"
WASHINGTON (UPI)
Construction of a subdivision the report said.
The study was conducted
of medium-priced houses probably will increase the cost of a by Darwin G. Stuart, a Chicago
community's schools by more urban planner and Robert
than it will generate in school Teske, a Washington planning
district property taxes, according to an Urban Land consultant. They based their
report on Barrington, Ill., a
Institute study.
On the other hand, the suburban community on the
report said, industrial and com- fringe of the Chicago metromercial developments, high- politan area.
They said Barrington is just
priced homes and some apartment developments produce beginning to feel the pressure
more revenue for schools than for development of much of its
open space.
they cost.
Stuart and Teske said their
'Because medium-priced
single-family homes can be ex- conclusions are directed at the
pected to generate large cost- factual situation in Barrington.
revenue deficits, other land But an Urban Land Institute
spokesman said the report
WAS must be encouraged to
would apply, at least in broad
outline, to much of the nation.
Examples
buckled front seat passengers,
Stuart and Teske said that
the chances of being killed in a typical development with
were even higher-more than an average of 4 bedrooms per
five times that of those wearing unit and an average sales price
the safety devices.
of $35,000, the average unit
Don't take chances, God- would bring in enough new
frey said, you might end up as
children to add about $1,150
cold as the type in the obituary
more in school costs than the
columns.

property taxes the school dietrict could collect on the
horne.
more expensive development with an average of 4.4

Alen's tills spreads
to college campuses
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Where you can live in the private world of luxury at no extra cost!

OPENING SPECIAL
THE FIRST 100 HOMES THAT MOVE TO RIVERIA COURTS
WILL RECEIVE 2 MONTHS PARK RENT FREE!!
offer . . .

aRittielia COlatet
* City Water and Sewer Service
* Tennis Courts & Shuffleboard
* Free Central TV Antenna
* Large Spacious Lots

vta Cowd4,
Lot Rentals Start at
32 per Month
Why Not Move To
Niviexa

* Heated Swimming Pool
* Picnic Area with Gas Grill
* Garbage and Trash Collection
* Many, Many More Luxuries
14.4J111
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by Clark Kimakd
AEDALEUM,

phenakistoscope, myriopticon,
folioscope, mutoscope may all

appear to the modern eye as
names of ultra-modern instruments in science. On the contrary they are old toys treasured by collectors specializing in ancestors of motion-pictures and television.
Most likely to be found now
among old family putaways

are "magic-lanterns" and folioscopes or flip-books, that
were in many American homes
before the stereopticon. The
magic-lantern, devised in the
17th century when candles
were the common lighting devices, effected a transition of
shadow-puppetry for sleightof-hand projected from behind
a screen) to optical science.
The daedaleum [1] was a
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crank controlling the central
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OFFBEAT DIARY

Seems Carrie Really Cares
About the Films She Makes World War II
veteran tries
another landing
By

ARMY ARCHERD
Central Press Association
Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD
If Disney
should ever remake "Mary Popping," Carrie Snodgress will be
the actress least-likely to get
the role. By her own process of
casting, the young actress whose
rise to stardom in "Diary of a
Mad Housewife" was as quick
as her outspoken opinions, says
she will not appear in a film
for entertainment's sake alone.
-The pictures I want to make
are pictures that are going to
talk about the change, pictures
that are not frivolous in nature," she says.
Miss Snodgress is a young
person so involved emotionally
and intellectually in the problems of the world today that
she wants and hopes to comment on them in the films she
makes.
• • • "THE TIME I would be spending on purely entertainment
films I could be spending being
part of the changes I feel are
necessary today!" carrie points

out.
"I'm trying to tell people to
start leading their minds into a
simpler way of life instead of
the materialism of competition
and the driving ambition for
success."
Carrie's outstanding performance in "Diary" was not only
rare for an actress in one of
her first film roles, but set
some sort of record for receiving not only an Oscar nomination for "Best Actress," but for

I feel that. Because I feel this
way, it forces me to be involved."
Despite the fact that she has
the world at her fingertips now,
she knows the future holds a
great deal of frustration because of her honesty. "It is a
very difficult thing today to be
completely honest."
• • •

Carrie Snodgrass
Not just entertainment!
becoming the first to receive
tw, Golden Globe Awards in
the same year—for "Most Proming Newcomer" and "Best A*k
tress in a Dramatic Film."
A year after doing "Diary,"
Carrie finally agreed to do "McCormack," in which she played
a social worker. And it was a
role I'd expect her to have accepted. This kind of feeling for
her fellow man is a part of her.
• • •
"I'm a very involved person
and each and every day I grow
a little more," Carrie says. "Our
Constitution says all men are
created equal and I believe that.

SINCE her arrival in Hollywood from Chicago, Miss Snodgress claims to have changed
somewhat. "I started to dress
differently and my attitudes
changed. I decided that makipg
positive decisions was the only
way to survive in this town. I
tried to get as close to me as
I could by just always being
honest about who I was."
She admits that she is being
asked a lot of questions about
many things. "I'm getting definite and exacting in what I say
and know I can't make generalizations."
If she is to make films in the
future she knows they will have
to be films with a message.
This was almost considered
passe in recent years. And she
sayll, they will - not be. films
which use violence to advocate
change. Also a change of pace
from most Of today's young actors' ideas.
Motion pictures that contain
a message in a more entertaining and gentler manner such
as "Diary" are films which Carrie Snodgress wants to be a
part of. And now that she has
found success, she will not
change her name!
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TROOPS ADVANCE ON DEMONSTRATORS—Wearing gas masks, New Mexico National Guard troops advance on demonstrators gathered in Albuquerque's Roosevelt Park. During the outbreak youthful militants smashed storefront windows,
'overturned cars and hurled rocks and flaming bottles of gasoline at the troops.
Nearly 400 persons have been arrested.
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JUNE 20
With A Great Looking Outfit for Father's Day from
CORN-AUSTIN
We haye a large selection of Dress and Casual
Clothes to fit any man's taste.

SUITS
BY Hart, Schaffiner & Marx
and J. Capps

SPORT COATS
by J. Capps
DOUBLE KNIT

DRESS SHIRTS
by Enro

A good selection of solid and stripe,
long and short sleeve shirts by Enro
and Manhatten
We have over 300 pairs of
Double Knit Slacks .. .
solids and stripes, starting at '15.

CORN-AUSTIN
DOWNTOWN MURRAY
a

•

By JOHN PINKERMAN
Copley News Service
CORONADO, Calif. — It is a
sure sign of old age when a man
starts to reminisce about long
past wartime glories — and-or
experiences that may have
been something less than glorious.
Well, it has happened to this
old man — but with more
realism than he bargained for.
His bluff was called by the U.S.
Navy and the result was a fascinating experience that might
amaze the millions of soldiers
and Marines who hit World War
II beaches after being disgorged from a slow moving,
ugly looking and most uncomfortable ship called an 1ST
landing ship tank i.
For several weeks I had
looked down from a 20th floor
office to see a new breed of fast
and trim LSTs moving in and
out of San Diego harbor. Why
not visit one and compare what
certainly must be improvements with the "roughing it"
done aboard such earlier
vintage ships in 1943-45?
The Navy was willing — almost too willing. The Tuscaloosa, built by National Steel
and Shipbuilding Co., was selected.
"There should be no trouble," the Navy public relations
officer said, "but wear old
clothes — just in case you get
wet." He didn't say whether
getting wet meant being
spattered by a gob swabbing
the deck or dampened by being
dumped in the ocean.
Transported from Coronado
over land and over water by a
new Navy vehicle called an
LCA landing craft assault — it
moves by tracks on land and on
the ocean by a water jet propulsion system we pulled alongside the laST about 1,2 miles at
sea
At that point the officer so
willing to approve my indulgence in nostalgia jolted me
with. -You've climbed one o
these nets before, haven,
y.:ou7" As an Army amphibian
tanker, I had many times, but
the last time — an era of fewer
pounds and more agility --was
Nov. 3, 1945, when I scrambled
aboard a transport in Leyte
Gulf just in time to grab a ship
headed home.
Jump on the net with the
rise of the swell," one of a
dozen Navy men shouted. I did.
And, I scrambled, scratched,
climbed one rung of the swaying net, fell back another.
grabbed for the elusive next
higher piece of rope until finally. puffing, grunting, sweating,
cursing and worrying,I made it
to the deck rail of the Tuscaloosa.
"You look done in, better
come and have a cup of coffee." said Lt.. Cmdr. Harry
Kensley, skipper, as fourigrinning young sailors. hauled me
aboard.
Once aboard, the day and a
half touring the ship and seeing
its operations was a continuing
series of eye-poppers. The
comfort is supreme and the efficiency in operations amazing
in comparison to those old
buckets of the old man's war
There is thick carpeting in
the ward room, a bright and
multicolored mess hall, vastly
improved facilities for amphibian tanks and over 16,000 horsepower in six engines that make
20 knots come easy — compared to the struggling 8 knots
of my era of Is.
ST
There is air conditioning
throughout the ship and this
makes it comfortable even
deep in the engine room where
an engineman is known as a
-snipe" — even though nobody
on the ship, not even a vice
admiral ashore could tell me
the origin of the nickname.
There also is that same sign:
"Do not enter — officer's coignlry•"
There are two helicopter
pads on the MT's deck, add a
return to shore by copter
seemed a dandy idea.
The Navy, however, still was
most willing and anxious to recreate World War II experiences so 1 wouldn't forget
them.
"You wanted realism; we're
going to give it to you," an officer said. "You've talked so
much 'about first wave landings. We're going to let you go
ashore in the first wave of a
training exercise."
So, surrounded by a tightly
strapped life jacket, down the

mot-41e-
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net I went, Into an LCM (landing craft mechanized) as it
bobbed in a choppy Pacific
while a light rain fell from *Aden skies. And,just like the old
days a rai despite all the modern
improvements on the IST, we
putted 'round and 'round in
over an hour of rendezvous before getting the magic word to
charge ashore across a mythical line of departure.
The sea was rough and the
salt spray was considerable. I
was a bit uneasy even in this
practice run; it was easy to re
call how scared I was M other
landings of the '40s.
However, we finally slammed into the beach on the Silver Strand just south.of Coronado. Down went the LCM's
ramp. I waded ashore a is Gen.
Douglas MacArthur's .arrival
on hg,stile shores in World War
II, and in true MacArthurfashion announced to a group of
laughing sailors, "I have re
turned."
It was a most interesting experience — even with the
Navy's extra touch of realism

E

INDIAN ROAD—Some of the 50 Indians who took over an abandoned Nike site
in Wildcat Canyon near Richmond, Calif., "stand guard" at a roadblock at the
abandoned residential area. The seizure was made after the federal government
ended the Indians' 19-Month occupation of Alcatraz Island.

'Welcome a visitor' Week
WASHINGTON (UPI).- The
fourth annual Welcome a Visitor Week, aimed at making a
"good will ambassador" of
every American and Canadian,
will be observed in the United
States and Canada June 14 —
20, the American Society of

A bail MI cigarette advertising and strict regulation of
medical COM mercials began this
year on Finnish TV.

ALI, AGES ADMITTED
General Audences

1

House Number Week
If you do not know your house number call
the City Clerk, 753-1221.

MOVIE RATINGS
OR PARENTS AND
YOUNG PEOPLE
.1

BOXED CHICKEN
Chickens may spend theirb,
entire life from chick to finish
in a shipping crate. Scientistts,01
are searching for a floorincii
material that will serve as Jim.
cushion and provide continuouesd
waste removal. If they sucr.p
,
ceed, a chichen may never,,,,
leave its box.

Let's Make This . . .

\lore than 14 million words
are sent its or from United
Nations headquarters in official,
cabli-, each ),ear.

G

fravel Writers (SATWy announced.
Sponsored by the SATW aa
a public" service, the _week is
dedicated to promotion of
friendship among people*.
Americana and Canadians are
urged to make special efforts
to help travelers, foreign and
domestic.

You can buy your house numbers at one of the following:

•
ALL AGES ADMITTED
Parental Gir.dance Suggested

* BIG K * MURRAY SUPPLY * OTASCO

ICTED
Under 17 IlKluirtf accompany'''.
Parent or Adult G4a•dian

* ROSES * KUHN'S * UNCLE JEFF'S
* BEALE HARDWARE

NO ONE UNDER 17soleirree
(Age hind may FA'Y
Ire

ALL

!GPI ANO

This advertisement published by the Ledger & Times in the interest of
Ledger & Times newspaper boys and PostOffice Letter Carriers.

Meal

RECEIVE THIS SEAL OM OFTEE
MOTION PICTURE COO(

or

SELF REGULATION.
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ROSES

Black s Decker.. for

In Murray

than you'd expect

Central Shopping Center
Open 9k M. - 9 P. M. Mon-Sat.
1 to 6 P. M. Sundays

1
r
t
19
10
FATHERSD11 SPECIALS tott
Mack&Decker

Black & Decker
jig saw kit

Black & Decker
/
3
4" drill kit

features #7515 jig saw with
tilting shoe. 10 pieces include
U-1338 blade assortment
(2 U-1350 coarse wood,
2 (1-1353 fine wood, 1 U-1354
coarse metal, 1 U-1355 fine
metal, plastic pouch),
U-2151 rip fence, plastic
carrying case (#7516)

includes Black & Decker standard
3/8" drill 26 pieces include wheel
arbor, backing pad, 3,drill bits,
cotton buff, grinding wheel,
15 assorted grit abrasive
discs, chuck key, key
holder, plastic carrying
case. (#7116)
ONLY

1999

C0

ONLY

1999

05'ES

Black & Decker
sander assortment
12 pieces include #7410
finishing sander, U-1045
dustless sanding attachment and 10 sheets of
assorted grit abrasive
paper. $25.,78 value
. save $5.79.
(#7412)

Black & Decker
7/
1
4" circular saw
Outstanding value.
1 HP burn-out
protected motor
and VA" blade
to handle big
cutting jobs with
ease. Quick bevel
and depth adjustments. Was
$24.88 .. save
$4.89(#7301)
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Handbell Ringing Popularity Booms

get-the job done
REAL ESTATE FOR gALE

White-gloved members of a bellringer choir prodice their eel.
bell is labeled on the handle.
By SANDO BALOGNA
The clapper of a bell is rigidCentral Press Association Correspondent
MOREHEAD, Ky.—The campus of Morehead State University ly mounted and hinged so that
will vibrate with the ringing sounds of hundreds of English hand- striking is possible in only two
bells for the 12th biennial National Handbell Festival from June directions. A retaining device
prevents the clapper from lying
26 through 30.
Scores of bellringer choirs from moat of the 50 states and sev- against the bell when held with
eral Canadian provinces will participate in individual recitals and the lip upward.
The origin or English - type
group performances. The finale will consist of two groups of 500
handbells is traced to the Tower
peliringers each in a mass rendition of a well-known selection.
Bellringing has attained unprecedented popularity in this coun- Bell Ringers of the 17th Ceniry'during the past decade with some 1,000 bell choirs being af- tury. Small belle were used to
train new change ringers durfiliated with the American Guild of English Handbell Ringers.
More than 10,500 Americans from 10 through 90 years of age ing the cold and damp evenings
are in choirs that range from five to 15 members. They take part in London when it was uncomfortable for trainees to practice
In district and regional festi
gals. Richard Herat, nationally' Which ben and hand should be in bell towers.
Thus, it was decided by tower
!mown organist and choir direc- used.
kor of Rockford, LA, is presi- , Each bell Is made of "bell bell ringers to train the recruits
dent of the American Guild. In metal," an alloy of about 60 to with handbells in church halls,
Wallingford, Conn., a 10-mem- 80 per cent copper and the rest homes and inns. Eventually, the
ber Masonic home beltringer of tin. The smaller bells have a bells were played to entertain
choir consists mostly of men higher percentage of tin. They during holidays.
English handbells were intropast 80 years of age.
also produce higher tones. The
Many bellringers couldn't largest bells weigh nearly two duced in the United States in
read music when they began to pounds; the lightest weigh a the 1830s by the Peake Family
hold and swing bells. Some couple of ounces. Bells are cast Ringers. P. T. Barnum sponmark the music sheets with let- sharp and filed down to the de- sored a tour of the Lancashire
ters over the notes, indicating sired pitch. The pitch of each Ringers.

"AU. RIGHT," BUT GOING IS SLOW—Feared lost when they failed to make tut
pre-arranged radio contacts, British rowers John Fairfax and Sylvia Cook signal
that they are "all right" 125 miles west of Santa Barbara, Calif. They
told the
crew of a passing freighter that they were going to interrupt their 2-week-old
voyage to Australia to get their radio repaired.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1 Man's name
6 Blemish
11 Sleeping.
sickness fly
12 Headrest
14 Perform
15 Watched
secretly
17 Farsehood
18 Negative
19 Colonized
21 Symbol for
tin
22 Massive
24 Spanish
article
25 Encourage
27 Scottish cap
26 Title of respect
(abbr.)
29 Inlets
30 Gardener's
instruments
33 Food store
(colloo.)
34 Preposition
35 Comparattve
ending
37 Fashion
38 PreP, twice
39 Eagle's nest
41 Indefinite
art,: ik
42 Tave•ns
45 Stamp of
approval
46 Make lace
48 Doctrine
49 Devoured
50 Declares
52 Closed
securely
55 Ancient
Chariot
DOWN
1 Accompany
2 Permit

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
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D110
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3 Pronoun
4 Item of
property
5 Clan

6 Relieve
7 Rise and fall
of ocean
8 Man's
nickname
9 Sick
10 Sounds
11 Zest

13 Departed
16 Repetition
19 Specimens
20 Milk farms
23 Mollified
26 More
interior
28 Pronoun
29 Note of
scale
3: A state
(ebb, I

32 Note of
Scale
33 Give
36 Created
disturbanre
37 Small rugs
38 Consecrated
39 Poker stakes
40 Pieced out

43 The
sweetsop
44 Bacteriologist's
wire
47 Toll
49 Beverage
Si Nate of
scale
53 Coniunction
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A new three bedroom brick
veneer house with tile bath.
Located on Belmont Drive on
large lot.
A nice 3 bedroom brick veneer
home located on Johnson Blvd.
On lot size 86x161 at a reduced
price.
Located near Locust Grove
Church, a new 3 bedroom, brick
veneer, 11
/
2 bath on large lot.
Four bedroom ranch style home
with a formal dining room, 2
baths, powder room. Reduced
price. Located near Coldwater.
Three bedroom brick veneer,
located on Ryan with transferrable V.A. Loan. Lot size
70'x150'.
A nice trailer with a large utility
building in back. Located on a
very large lot in Fox Meadows,
lot no. 16.

68 acres with 74 acres of T.V.A.
easement located at New Concord. This farm is equipped with
feeding system, automatic
watering system and has large
silo. Also has frame two bedroom
house.
20 acres (fenced) located 3 miles
East of Almo Heights.

Several lake lots at Barkley
Stiores, Pine Bluff Shores
Two lots, size 105'x210' each
1
2 miles from Murray on
located 3/
Highway 121 South.
Located in Kingswood, lot size
100' x 150'.
We are members of the Multiple
Listings Exchange. Please see us
for listing your property.
Wilson Ins. & Real Estate. Wayne
B. Wilson, phones: 753-3263 and
753-5086.
Larry
Wilson,
Salesman. Bill Adams,salesman,
phone 753-5536.
J18C

Wall Street
Chatter

NEW YORK (UPI)—"The
slow price erosion in blue-chip
and in some speculative stocks
during May hi relieved what
SOUTH'S DEER
appeared to be an ominous
POPULATION UP
build-up in overhanging speculative supply at higher levels,"
The number of deer in the according to Hoppin, Watson &
thirteen Southern states has Co. The company believes the
increased from approximately reaction has proceeded accord303.000 to more than 2 ing to plan and has set the
advance.
an
for
million 400 thousand-an stage
eightfold increase-since the "The...advance could and
m i d- 1 940's, according to should without difficulty carry
figures released by the South- the DJIA at least close to its
ern Forest Experiment all-time high established back
Station of the U.S. Forest in 1966," the firm says.
Service.
The Southern Forest Institute reports this dramatic
increase in the deer population closely parallels the
initiation and growth of the
tree farming movement in the
South.
Tree farming has brought
an extension of modern forestry practices to many
private landowners which, in
turn, has helped create a
more favorable environment
for deer and other forms of
wildlife.

The term bi-swing describes
the two deep vertical pleats
that run along the sides of the
back from mid-shoulder to
waist in men's clothing. The
bi-swing creates a blousing-out
effect that gives greater freedom of movement.

The worry over the trend
toward higher short-term interest rates should not block a
summer rally, Walston & Co.
believes. The company says the
consolidation has seen only
moderate profit taking and
many stocks have hit new lows.
Walston also feels there won't
credit crunch
be another
because it "would abort the
business recovery."

The current market softness
is "merely a necessary pause
in a major uptrend," the
Alexander Hamilton Institute
says. The Institute believes
amcks that should continue to
show "further appreciation"
are companies that have
favorable earnings forecasts for
the remainder of the year

REAL MATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

INCOME PRODUCING PROPERTY:

JUST

THAT

HELMET
SLUGGO?

CASE---

FOI

LAKE PROPERTY:

THE INTERIOR of this frame duplex has been completely
remodeled and attractively decorated. Has wall to wall
carpeting, all draperies, fireplace, electric and natural gas
heat, 2 air conditioners,storm doors and windows,chain link
fenced back yard. One unit partially furnished. Located close
to downtown Murray and priced at less than replacement
cost.
LARGE FRAME house with one 7-room apartment and one
3-room apartment. Also has a separate two-story garagetype apartment building with two 4-room apartments.
Located on a 105' x 200' lot in downtown Murray. Net income
over 15 percent annually.
PRACTICALLY NEW BRICK duplex, located on Peggy Ann
Drive. Has one 2-bedroom unit and one 3-bedroom unit with
built-in range and oven, garbage disposal, carpeting, air
conditioned.
NEAR KENTUCKY LAKE, we have a small trailer park
consisting of ten (10) trailer spaces on a 4 acre tract of land.
Owners residence is a 3-bedroom double-wide ( 24' x 44')
mobile home, with or without furniture. Also has a 10' x 34'
combination utility building and bath house. The entire
package can be bought as low as $16,500.
OLD FASHIONED COUNTRY STORE that is doing a good
business. Store building, stock, fixtures, two-story frame
house, barns,shop building and two acres of land. All for only
$12,000.
FARMS ANT) SMALL ACREAGES:
COMPACT LITTLE 3-room frame house and approximately
11
/
2 acres of land, only 3 miles North of Murray on US-641.
Full price, $5,000.
FIVE ROOM FRAME house with a basement and approximately 2 acres of land for only $4,750.
APPROXIMATELY 2 ACRES of land with a "like-new"
double-wide (24' i50') mobile home, located 4 miles South of
Murray on US-641. Has 3 bedrooms, 11
/
2 baths, living room,
dining room, kitchen, utility room, drapes, carpeting, 2 air
conditioners, kitchen range, automatic washer, good well,
TV antenna, two spacious storage sheds.

ATTRACTIVE 3-bedroom home on a waterfront lot that is
250' deep. Has 11
/
2 baths, central heat, private beach and
private boat dock. Reduced to $14,500.
BRAND NEW 4-bedroom brick home that can be utilized as a
duplex. Located about one block from the water, in
Panorama Shores.

Eq
HOUSES AND LOTS:

ONE OF THE MOST attractively decorated split-level homes
in this area. Located in Westwood Subdivision, just outside
the city limits. Has 3 bedrooms, central heat and air, carpeting, draperies,2ceramic baths, living room, dining room,
kitchen with built-ins, large sun deck, and many, many more
extras that add to the value of a fine home.
WITHIN ONE BLOCK of the University, we can offer you a
good buy in a 3-bedroom brick home. Has extra large family
room, living room, kitchen, bath, 2 air conditioners,
beautifully landscaped yard. Ideal location for someone
connected with the University and it is priced right.

GOOD SOLID 2-bedroom frame home on a large shady lot,
approximately 4 miles S.E. of Murray on Hwy. 121. Has a
large, dry basement, new shingle roof, new electric wall
heaters, city water, garage and smokehouse. Check our low
price on this one
NEAT LITTLE 2-bedroom brick bungalow on a shady corner
lot in Hazel. Has central heat, carpeting, TV antenna, air
conditioner, garage, outside storage shed, city water and
sewerage.
ONE OF MURRAY'S BEI i ER 3-bedroom brick homes and
located near schools and shopping centers. Has a spacious
floor plan that includes foyer, living room, family room,
kitchen with all built-ins, 2 ceramic baths, utility room,
double garage, patio, fenced back yard.

TEN ACRES OF PRIME development land just West of
Murray on Hwy. 121. Measures 400' x 1158' and adjoins the
Calloway County Country Club. Has many potential uses.

TWO-STORY FRAME house with 3 bedrooms, located a
short distance south of Lynn Grove. The large transferrable
loan puts this within the range of almost any budget.

APPROXIMATELY 6 ACRES of land situated on US-641, 4
miles South of Murray. Measures approximately 400' x 625',
with one acre in woods.

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED 3-bedroom brick home at 1307
Peggy Ann Drive. Has carpeted living room, some drapes,
air conditioner, large util‘ty room, fenced backyard.
Available immediately.

GOOD PRODUCING 99 acre farm with a 3-bedroom frame
house and 2 barns. Located 2 miles Northeast of Hazel.
SEVENTY-FIVE ACRE farm with two frame houses.
Located 71
/
2miles Northeast of Murray,on the road to Shiloh.
SIXTY-FOUR ACRE FARM with an exceptionally good 2bedroom stone home,located just South of Murray on US-641.
Owner will sell all or just the house and lot. This land can be
used for agricultural purposes or for excellent commercial
frontage on US-641.

Pli

LAKE AREA LOTS IN Pine Bluff Shores, Keniana Shores,
Panorama Shores and Lakeway Shores. We have a large
selection for you to choose from,priced from $300 up.

TWO BEDROOM STUCCO home,situated on 2 acres of land,
just one mile S.E. of Murray on Hwy. 121. Has plenty of
outbuildings, good fences,garden space, good well. Priced at
only $10,000.

FIVE ACRES OF land with two large concrete block barns
and a 12' x 50' mobile home that is still "like-new" Located
only a couple of miles West of Murray.

C E'2,1t.j] •

WATERFRONT LOTS ON Kentucky Lake and Barkley
Lake. Can be bought with as little as 44 down.

RURAL LIVING with city conveniences. This 3-bedroom
brick is located on a 3,4 acre lot that has an abundance of
flowers and shrubs. House has a living room, large kitchen,
ceramic bath, hardwood floors, plenty of closet space,
carport, outside storage.
LIKE NEW 3-bedroom brick home on a one acre lot at New
Providence. Includes kitchen with built-in range, oven and
dishwasher, family room with fireplace, double carport, two
utility rooms.
LARGE FRAME house, in Hazel, that needs some minor
repairs but can be made into a comfortable home on good
rental property.
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4th & Maple Streets

TWO FOR ONE
14 wide oval rl
full four ply p
list price, $49.5
$49.50, plus
Bilbrey's,210 E

Phone 753-7333

Home Phones:

STAR-CRAFT
and 28 H.P.
Phone 753-3108
J17C

Fulton E. Young, 753-4946; Ishmael Stinson, 753-1534
SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
— DIRECT SERVICE

—
LOUISVILLE, KY. Ph. 637-2778
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. 436...5332

NOTICE

La.

NOTICE

ADVERTISEMENT FOR RIDS

Sealed proposals for the cOnStruction of a
-Office
Building at the Murray-Calloway County Airport Terminal
will be received
by the murray-canoway County Airport
Board at the City Hall,
Murray, Kentucky, until 1:30 p.m., CDT, June 30, 1971, at
which
time and place all proposals will be publicly opened
and read
aloud.
Plans, specifications, and contract
may be
examined or obtained at the City Clerk's documents
Murray, Ken
tucky 42071, for the sum of Ten Dollars Office,
(510.00)
per
set No
refunds will be made.
The Murray-Calloway County Airport Board reserves the
right
to reject any and all bids, lo waive informalities, and to
negotiate
with the apparent qualified best bidder 10 Such
extent as may,„ be
necessary.
OVERWEIGHT? WEIGHT Loss
guaranteed or your money back.
Phone Shapemakers,7532962.
July13C

WHY ARE YOU
WEARING

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

ELELTROLUX SALES & Service, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Farmington, Kentucky. June29NC

WILL TRADE Ferguson tractor MOBILE HOME & boat inmower for a two row cultivator. surance. Broad coverage. Low
Phone 436-2289.
J17NC rates. Excellent claim service.
See us before you buy. Galloway
Insurance fig Real Estate Agency.
Phone 753-5842.
July7C
BALDWIN PIANOS ana organs
for rent or sale. Rent applies to
purchase. Lonardo
Piano
Company, across from Post
Office, Paris,Tenn.
J I8C

--- SOMEBODY
WANTS TO
GIVE ME A
LIFT ON A
(_
-- MOTORCYCLE

MEXICAN RIOT—Students of the National Pblytechnical
Institute in Mexico City make V-for-victory signs during a protest march calling for labor union reforms.
Four persons were reported killed and 26 hospitalized
when "shock brigades" opened fire on 20,000 marchers.
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Pickup Truck Campers
We Now Have A Good Selection from
Manufacturers!
Four Different

Shores,
a large

THE BIG CAMPER
Equipped with Ice Box, Stove, 2 Double Beds, (2 in stock)
Priced at

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

C

Barkley

homes
outside
iir, carg room,
ay more

FOR SALE

$987.00

TOPPERS (9 in stock)
Vary In Price from
$165.00 to $280.00

24 INCH window fan in excellent
condition. Phone 492-8308. J19C
DRIVE-IN Cafe located in West
Ky. Buy fixtures only. Sales over
$80,000 yr. Terms. Byerfinder,
ITC
Sikeston, Mo.
COMPANY COMING and carpet
a sight? Use Blue Lustre and rent
a new shampooer from Western
Auto, Home of "The Wishing
J19C
Well."
PENTA TREATED lumber.
Resistant to rot and termites.
Ideal for boat docks and any
weather exposed uses. Murray
Lumber Co., Maple Street,
Murray, Ky.
1TC

THURSDAY-JUNE 17, 1971

a

get the job done

SERVICFS OFFERED

DOZER WORK
* Back Hoe Service
*Septic Tank Cleaning
*Septic Tank Installation

GENE STEELY
901 Story

HELP WANTED

SERVICES OFFERED

Murray, Ky.

200 FIRMS, now selling home
workers,addressors and mailers.
Want to be flooded with
homework offers? We will list
you and send all 200 your name
and address for $2.00. Saves you
writing and $12.00 postage. Send
$2.00 to Mayfield Mail Orders,
P.O. Box 5, Mayfield,KenJ17C
COLLEGE GIRLS; high school
girls; four full or part time
openings.
No
experience
necessary, we train. Excellent
earings. For interview appointment call 753-1711 or 7539745.
J22C

FOR RENT
TWO BEDROOM furnished
apartment, lots of room. Airconditioned. Phone 753-3143. J17C
ROOMS: IN COUNTRY Estate
with large recreation area. Med,
optional. Nice. Phone 436J21C
2173.
ONE BEDROOM furnished
apartment and two beciroodi
unfurnished apartment. Phone
J2IP
753-5079.
ONE BEDROOM house with
carport, furnished. Couple
preferred. Available now. Phone
J18C
753-1859.

753-7850
AUTOS FOR SALE
1965 OLDSMOBILE Delta 88, four
door sedan. Power and air, good
condition. Phone 753-1568 after
5:30p.m.
J17C

FOR RENT

ST. BERNARD Puppies, AKC FURNITURE REFINISHING. COMPLETE CAR Cleaning and
registered. Phone Paducah, All work guaranteed. Free pick- Simonize wax job, $8.00. Free
Vacation Cabin
Kentucky,554-4786.
J19C up and delivery. Free estimate. pick-up and delivery. Phone 753ated on Kentucky Lake
Antique or natural finish. Jerry 3683.
J17C
urnished 2 bedroom, in
1969 650 TRIUMPH Motor Cycle, McCoy,753-3045.
July16C l'ODDLERS DAY Care Now 1964 BELVEDERE Plymouth,
uding linens, dishes, T.V.
like new,low mileage. Phone 753three months automatic transmission. Slant six ' conditioner. Rent by day
children
for
open,
8043from 7:00 till 5:30, or 753-8426 HORNBUCK 'S
BARBER
k or month.
years. State approved. cylinder engine, excellent conafter 5:30.
J23C Shop,open 3:00 p.m - 10:00 p.m. to three
Reasonable rates. Experienced dition. Very good on gas. Phone
Tuesday thtP:h 'Friday
Phone
J1
help. Day or week. Phone 753- 753-6069.
SECOND HAND TV, 21 inch Saturda
. :;t!
Closed
J19C
4481.
Highway 641 South Murray, Kentucky Phone 753-2617
screen, metal cabinet, $30.00 903 Monday. Bo's haircut, 75c
WRECKER 1971 Chevrolet
Sycamore. Phone 753-8630. ,J23C Men's haircut t1.00. Hrnfactory demonstrator. A. C. 615HELP
WANTED
jnp TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
buckles Earber Sts p. 213 'prtio.:
325-2857.
21 FT. ALUMINUM Lone Star Street. Phone 75:i-7742
duplex apartment. Mature adults
WANTED: SOMEONE to do
Cruiser, 50 H.P. Evinrude motor
TFC
1968 BONNEVILLE Triumph only. Phone 753-2660.
iX)7.ER WORK; back hoe ser- quilting. Phone 753-3987.
J19C
and tandum trailer. All in good
$650.
Phone
753-9355.
J23C
vice; septic tank cleaning; septic
TWO BEDROOM duplex apartcondition. Can be seen at Sporttank installation. Gene Steely, 901, WANTED: BABY-SITTER in my 1986 FORD FAIRLANE
500, 2 ment, air-conditioned, carpet,
sman's Dock or call owner at 753Story, Murray, Ky., Phone 753- home.Phone 7534041.
lit door hardtop,8 cylinder, straight 995.00 monthly. Available July
4808.
J19C
7850.
July17C
shift with overdrive. Blue grey, 1st. Phone 753-3421 after 5:00
J
c_
NURSES AIDES; cooks; ages 35
black top. Phone.474-2323. J23P p.m.
J19C
APPROXIMATELY 400 Vermont
to 65, full time or part time.
NORGE GAS stove and dryer, 1968 BSA MOTOR CYCLE Phone SHOP MONTGOMERY Ward for white ash seasoned post; two and WILL DO 13abysitting in My
Experience
helpful
but
not 1966 FORD XL, automatic. LARGE HOUSE, '42 block from
good condition. See Ray Rolfe or 753-7861.
J21P air conditioners, freezers, quarter inches in diameter, four home nights and Weekends.Have
references. Phone 753-3482 for necessary, will train. Air- Excellent condition. Phone 753- campus. Available for summer
inquire at Farris Grocery at
refrigerators, lawn mowers, foot long. Ideal for electric
J21P conditioned building. Our setup is 4467.
further information.
J19P semester only. Air-conditioned.
Cherry Corner.
J17P
tires. Just a few of the thousands fences. 25c each. Phone 753different for rest homes, as our
Couples or teachers only. Phone
8188.
J19P
of items available through
patients
do
not
come
from
state
I WILL do baby sitting in your
FOR RENT
753-1203.
J19C
ISO DEFROSTING Tappan
Ward's catalogs. 510 Main. Phone
home and will furnish own mental institutions and all of our
SPEED
double-door refrigerator freezer.
QUEEN
automatic
TFC
753-1966.
help mtast be hired and on our ONE BEDROOM furnished
A modern,late model, one owner
washer, air conditioner, dinette transportation. Phone 753-6531. J
payroll.
Phone
345-2116. atiartment. Air-conditioned. REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
21C
set, book cases, Frigidaire iceunit worth the money. $197.00.
Meadowview Retirement Home, Close to campus Couples or
BABY
BUGGY
and
stroller,
both
maker refrigerator. Phone 753save at Bilbrey's,210 East
stuff on Highway 121, near Far- mature adults only. Also two ONE BEDROOM cabin on the
like new. Phone 751-2711.
J17C 8047.
J17C
J19C WILL DO addressing and
Maim
J19C bedroom duplex, carpeted, lake. Also two bedroom cabin on
envelopes. Phone 753-1836 or 753- mington.
central air and heat, washer, the lake, 24x40. Redwood timber
HEGISTERED IRISH Setter
USED REFRIGERATORS;
J17C
Perfect for
5076.
WANTED TO BUY
pups. Excellent pedigree Phone
THE -MURRAY Board of dryer. Stove and refrigerator. lodge. Write P.O. Box 189, Paris,
older
models
in
good
call area 901-593.
J23C
753-354)9 after 6:00p.m.
roofing or siding
refrigerating condition. $9.77.
WILL BUSHHOG vacant lots Education, Poplar at 9th St., is Available June 1. Furnished or Tennessee or
WANT TO BUY; logs and
J18C
$19.77, $29.77, $39.77, $49.77, and
inside city limits. Reasonable now accepting applications for unfurnished. Phone 753-9135 or 3534.
barns
300 POUND Freezer,with big,se
J17C
$69.77. Save
money and standing timber. Also have for rates. Phone 753-3798.
318C school bus drivers. Age range 21 753-4478.
SEVEN ROOM house and
defrost refrigerator
comrefrigeration at Bilbrey's 210 sale lumbar and sawdas
60.
J18C
or underpinning
Murray Saw Mill and Liam
acreage. One mile out of Murray.
partment. One owner Wizard,
APARTMENT,
air
FURNISHED
East Main.
JI7C
ATFENTION HOME owners: Let
753-4147.
436-2173.
TFC
Co.
Phone
TFt
Phone
traded on new G.E. $197.00. Save
conditioned,
one
bedroom,
trailers.
us completely cover your home WANTED IMMEDIATEI.Y, man
at Bilbrey's, 210 East Main. J17C
only.
available
for
summer
consumers
supply
woman
to
or
WANT
TO
BUY
good
used
per;
weather
tight
1970-175 cc YAMAHA.600 miles
.with Reynolds
LARGE LOT in Keniana mobile
table
sewing
machine. aluminum siding. Also we do with Ftawleigh Products Can Water and sewer paid. Call 753- home section for only $695.00.
$425.00. Phone Bruce 753WEDDING GOWN, misses size
317C
9741.
Write
time
part
7163.
soffitt and overhangs on brick. earn $50 weekly
J17C Reasonable.Phone 753210.00 down.Phone 436-5582. J19C
10. Cost $100.00 new. Selling for
9427.
TFNC Storm windows & door, shutters giving phone No.: Ray Harris,
753140.00. Phone 762-6102 or
SMALL GROCERY for sale.
ariZ carpoils. Free estimates. Rawleigh Co., Freeport, Illinois NICE FURNISHED apartment 1-0FtMER LarTYL Suiter home
J18C
5323.
Stock and fixtures. Phone 753- WANTS TO BUY-manifold Call Garland's Aluminum Ser- or call 815-232-4161 between 8 and for college girls-summer and fall. at 1305 Wells Boulevard. Two
ffc 9021.
Jigc intake for Dodge 440 with 2-four vice, Route 1, Kirksey, 489-2427 or 4:30.
)17C Phone 753-5108 after 5:00 p.m. TF bedroom house with hall, bath,
TOY POODLES,black and white.
barrels or 3-two barrel car- Sedalia 328-8398.
June18C WAITRESS, EXPERIENCED.
living room, kitchen, dinette,
Chinchillas, $15.00 each and 1971 KAWASAKI Trail Boss 100.
J18C
TWO FEMALE AKC Registered burators. Call 436-2323.
utility room,and garage,on lot 60
Nights and week-ends Position
equipment. Phone 753J17C German Shepherd puppies. 1611
WILL KEEP elderly man in
NEW TWO bedroom duplex
Phone 7534877.
x 200. Call 753-2899, Hafford
available immediately. No phone
Jtme24C
1862.
private home, near Murray,
apartment. Central heat and air,
APARTMENT SIZE range, Miller Ave. Phone 753-9978. J23P
J17C
Rogers.
AUCTION SALE
calls please. Apply in person
room and board reasonable.
carpet, $130.00 per month. Phone
WFTY PILE, free from soil is $25.00. Wool rug and pad, 11x15,
Saucy Pig Bar-B-Que and PanPhone 753-6895.
J17P
753-7850.
TFC HOUSE AND LOT on Highway
the carpet cleaned with Blue $75.00. G.E. washer, $10.00. FALL & SUMMER maternity
J17C
cake House at 1409 Main.
PUBLIC AUCTION
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer Phone 753-9359.
/
2 miles from Kentucky
J17P clothes, size 10 and 12. Priced
732, 11
Saturday, June 19 at 1 P.M. WANT TO combine wheat, oats,
J19C
reasonable. Phone 753-2753. J19C
$1.00. Big K.
/
2 acre land. Place
ADAMS ORNAMENTAL IRON barley, fescue. Phone 753-2532 or WAITRESSES, SHORT order FURNISHED APARTMENT for Lake. About 11
Improved.
8 room house,
college
boys.
Summer
and
fall
well
ANTIQUE DUNCAN Phyfe
Jerry's
8 WELDING SHOP
753-8080.
J21C cook. Apply in person at
MINIATURE
SCHNAUZER couch, excellent condition, GOATS:for sale. Phone 436Restaurant,S. 12th Street. J21C semester. Phone 753-5108 after large garage, large living room',
J19C
5:00 p.m.
TFC with divider between living room
J17P 5875.
puppies, male, $85.00. Phone 753- $100.00. Phone 753-8556
Main & Industrial Rd.
iukt ALL your home alterations, WANTED: TWO men for safety
9371.
J17C
SMALL
APARTMENT,
fur- and kitchen. 2 large porches front
Murray, Kentucky
remodeling, etc. Free Esthriates. crusade in Calloway County. No
48 INCH ROUND solid Maple USED 18,000 BTU G.E. airper month. Couple and back. Phone 436-2351. J19C
nished,
$65.00
Phone
7534123.
June30C
TWO FOR ONE tire-lale on D70- pedestal dining table, new, never conditioner. Good condition.
experience necessary. Earn
or mature woman. Phone 7531 Chain Hoist, 1 Boye and Ames
14 wide oval red or white wall, used,$50.00. Curits-Mathis Maple Phone 753-2297.
J18C
$50.00 to 660.00 weekly. Phone 753- 5043.
PAINTING:INTERIOR
and
J17C
Lathe-18",
9'
bed
TAPER
J17C
full four ply polyester. Regular TV-Stereo, black and white,
1442.
exterior
East
service.
ATTACHMENT
etc.,
1
&
ISEIVeff011
list price, $49.50. NOW!, two for needs picture tube, $30.00. BEAUTIFUL AKC registered
ROOM
furnished
Stationary Grinder-14" wheel, 1 References.Phone 382-2299 TFC EXPERIENCED
WAITRESS, THREE
$49.50, plus tax. Save at Umbrella type clothes line, apricot male Poodle puppy, 9
apartment with bath for summer
200 amp water cooled Gas driven
Bilbrey's, 210 East Main. _ J17C complete,$5.00. Phone 753part time, 11:00 a.m.till 2:00 p.m.
weeks old. Fully weaned and welder, 1 225
MOW;
amp-AC Arc welder, DOES YOUR house look DRAB? week days. No week ends. Young and fall. Air-conditioned, wall to
117P dewormed. Champion 1 250 amp AC-DC Reverse or Brighten up inside or out with a
7593.
wall
carpeting.
1641
Mther
Ave.
man for part time kitchen work,
STAHCHAFT boat with trailer
background. Phone 753-6379. 318C straight
J17C
welder, 2 heavy duty professional paint job. Weekdays experienced preferred, will train Phone 753-1775.
and 36 H.P. Johnson motor.
portable hand grinder,2 three ton after 5 p.m. 753-9382 or 753-4131.
Must
learn.
to
willing
are
you
if
Phone 753-3108 after 5:00 p.m.
NEED A Vinyl top for your car? chain come alongs,
Crypts One and Two
J23P
1 250 lb. steel FREE ESTIMATES.
be free to work weekends. No NICE TWO-Bedroom Apartment
J17C
See David Gargas at Stroud's anvil, 2
in
aeetylene cutting and
phone calls. Apply in person, furnished. Carpeted, a r Upholstery,
415
South
8th
Murray Masoleum
welding outfits, 1 acetylene IWILL DO baby-sitting, day or
conditioned, near University.
House Smorgasbord.
Colonial
UNFURNISHED 1971 Mobile
Street.
J18C cutting rig, I four post electric night. Experienced. Phone 753Call 753-7724 days or
Call 753-7550.
J21C /
47
1.
1
411
/
2 baths, 12170. Has
J23C
Home 3B-R,11
3655.
753-2587 nights
lit
heater, 1 set rollers, 1 water
loan, could be transferred. Call
CUSHMAN MOTOR scooter and cooler, 1 12: dump bed and
hoist,
J17C
753-1222.
helmet, plus extra parts. Phone 1 tool bed with cable, wench,
18 FT. SELF contained travel 767-4464.
JUIP boom poles, and power take-off. 1 The Colonials
SENIOR CITIZEN'S three wheel trailer,hitch and extras included.
18' cattle trailer, 3 tables with
TEEBER..
FRom NOW ON, IT'S
eAstee ,
bicycle. Power (electric) edger, Used twice. List $3200.00. now TWO FOR ONE; 645x14 white vises attached, I
WHAT
PAN
' .WHAT
utility all steel
€2PIT *1•4' POL-16H
SE THE KIKIVS EIEST
used one time and electric lawn $2400.00. 18,000 BTU air con- wall tire sale. Plymouth, Dodge, trailer, 1 all steel
IA SECTION
14APPENEP ?
RAN RD2 STRAIGHT
car trailer
GOLPIE ••• YESSI12$EBOBS)
mower. Contact C. C. Mullins at ditioner, used three months, Chevrolet, Ford owners, Save (tilts), 3 fans-2 window, 1
EiGHT r
GO BY THE Ot.' BOOK r
J17P $200.80firm.Phone 753NOW! Regular list price, $37.95. portable on stand, 1
753-7409.
14 gauge
J18NC NOW! two for $37.95, plus tax. electric hand metal sheer, 2 sets
/058.
Save at Bilbrey's, 210 East
10x55 MONARCH Mobile home,
wire stretchers, I set feed scales,
J18C 1 Office desk and chair, 1 tap and
furnished, carpeted, has washer TWO AKC Registered female Main.
and air conditioner, city gas, 2 German Shepherds. $50.00 each.
die set 14" through 1", hydraulic
GARAGE SALE, Saturday, June jacks, 1 air
miles from campus. Phone 753- Phone 753-2987 after 6:00p.m.
compressor and
19, 1971,809 Doran Road, Murray, spray outfit,
- •I •
TFC J17C
6569.
1 20 gallon kettle, 1
J18C
Kentucky.
At,:sii.r-ogrse
Lot ten gallon white paint, 1 Lot
primer paint, 2 axles for pusher
!Ye_
ONE SHALLOW well pump. for trucks, 2 sets equalizers for
-.1diariaeraaerio•
Young
at
753-7333
Fulton
Phone
753-6786
,'
36786
,
15
pushers for trucks, also 2 antique
J18C
days or 753-4946 nights.
cars. Other items too numerous I'll Abner
5mPlt.GARAGE
5A"
p.emr. HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE; to mention.
Shoemaker Auctioneer. J17C
5Th ,-HE WRITES A)I lost my fortune
-but I have one
dining room, living, room,
LETTER,FO'A
priceless possession
Biliggy Whip
,
in
bedroom, refrigerator, comBy the time youCOP PSEwhich I am sending
Futures
I
FOR
Many
RENT,
SALE
bination washer-dryer.
get this I will be
APPLIANCES
v PRINTS
to yOu -my daughter;
guessed wrong -items. 809 Doran Road. Call 753dead
Miss"D"Brown.
GLASSWARE
JZIC HOUSE TRAILER, 10365, 1961
v MAPS
6786 after 5:00p.m.
model.
Located
2
/
1
2
miles
from
ENDS
v ODDS &
'
v BOOKS
GENTLE FIVE year old Murray. Phone 7537856 or 753WHAT ,
also
J21C
Palomino mare. Roll type ha, 2583.
HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE
baler. If interested see Harley
LOST & FOUND
3180
Barnett or call 753-5513.
809 Doran Road

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

502-492-8622

Come By and See Our Salesmen:
J. H. Nix - Charles Jenkins
Mac Fitts

ALUMINUM
SHEETS
23"x35"

25 Each

Ledger&limes

KILLr KiLL r

41

Ii

SATURDAY

SALE

SATURDAY, JUNE 19, 1971

Murray. Kentucky
411

Do SATURDAY

LOST: PAIR of men's glasses,
BABY BED,$25.00, net play pen,
brown frames and brown case.
$10.00. Wooden high chair, $10.00.
Reward offered. Phone 753Phone 753-6242.
ITC 4879.
J19C

_
•

1
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Armyworms Attack Cornfields
Earlier Than Usual This Year
LEXINGTON, Ky.—Check and the killed sod and weeds
your cornfields and areas nearby provide good daytime hiding
for armyworms, recommends places for them.
Dr. R. A. Scheibner, Extension
Arrnyworns feed at night and
entomologist with the University
hide under clods of dirt or field
of
Kentucky
College
of
or in the plant whorl,
debris,
Agriculture.
day. Often, farmers
the
during
Armyworm damage to corn,
them until conespecially in minimum tillage don't notice
has been done.
fields, has been reported in siderable damage
inspect their
should
Growers
serveral areas of the state.
frequently for feeding
Young armyworms—about half fields
and treat with an inthe size of those which farmers damage
secticide
if enough damage is
expect to find on corn—seem to be
borders and small
Field
found.
causing the most trouble,
corn should also
Scheibner says. Farmers are grain fields near
under grain or
Look
be
inspected.
caterpillars
smaP
finding the
fallen over—these
feeding on the whorl and on the grass that has
are favorite daytime hiding
leaves of their corn.
places for the armyworms.
Armyworm uuestations vary
from year to year and,in certain Insecticided that may be used
years, may reach epidemic
on corn for arrnyworm control
proportions. Usually, the young
Gardona, carbaryl (Sevin),
armyworms develop in grass and are
Dylox, parathion, or toxaphene,
after
small grain fields;
Scheibner points out. Parathion
exhausting the food supply there
is a very poisonous meterial and
they move to corn fields. Corn al
should be used only by trained
the edge of the field is attackec
operators wearing protective
first. The armyworms are nor
molly an inch to an inch-and-a equipment. Toxaphene is notg
half long when they shock corn recommended for corn that wilr
This year, however, au be used in dairy operations.
myworms are appearing in
cornfields while they are still Directions and precautions for
small, and minimum tillage insecticide use are included on all
fields seem to be the hardest hit. pesticide labels, he concludes. Be
A probable reason for this. sure to read the label all the way
Scheiliner says, is that such fields through before using a pesticide—
have nothing else for the ar- then follow the directions
myworms to feed on but the crop, carefully.
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June Alcoholism
Awareness Month
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Citing Lounco on Alcohol Problems.
A faculty of 26, under the
that alcohol abuse is now the
nation's third ranking health direction of Dr. Gerald Globetti,
problem, directly affecting more will conduct the school. Dr.
than 10 million Americans, Gov. Globetti said he welcomes
Louie B. Nunn proclaimed June inquireies made to the Center for
as "Alcoholism Aawareness Alcohol Education, Murray State
University.
Month."
The goal of Governor Nunn's
proclamation is increased un- SPECIATOR SPORTS
derstanding of the serious and
INGSTON-UPON-THAMES,
growing problem of alcohol England (UPI)—The Surrey
County Council's Health Comabuse.
He called on the citizens of mittee decided Tuesday the
Kentucky to respond to the sight of a "pregnant" man,
problem by learning the symp- depicted on one of 17 posters in
toms of alcoholism and un- a sex education campaign, was
derstanding the methods and distasteful.
So the committee voted to
resources for treatment.
"The cost of alcoholism in withdraw its annual $1,680
human suffering, in disin- grant to the health education
tegration of family life, in council
which
issued
the
economic attrition to the in- posters.
dividual and the community is A spokesman for the council
incalcuable," Governor Nunn said "criticisms seem to come
mainly from middle-aged and
said.
Mental Health Commissioner elderly people who are not
Dr.Dale Farabee said all staff of directly involved."
the state's four psychiatric
hospitals have been directed to BLIND MONEY
conduct "Alcoholism Awareness
WASHINGTON (UN)—Rep.
Month" programs in conjunction John
Rarick, 1)-La., has introwith
the
governor's duced legislation
under which
proclamation.
paper money would be identi"A growing proportion of
fied by amount in braWe so
admissions to the psychiatric
that blind persons could tell
hospitals is due to alcohol
what denorhination of bill they
abuse," Farabee added. "Last
are holding.
year more than 30 per cent of
admissions to the four hospitals Rarick admitted that the
had alcohol abuse problems.
proposal could create problems
"Thousands of others are being —such as money wearing out
treated in the state's regional faster or disrupting changecomprehensive care centers." making machines—but he said
The Department of Mental it should be done, especially to
Health and the 21 comprehensive ensure that blind persons
care centers have year-round running government concession
programs of education about stands don't get cheated.
alcohol problems and treatment
for alcoholism.
Murray State University also
Self-rising flour is a comwill be the site for the first bination of flour,
sodium bi"Kentucky School for Alcohol carbonate (baking soda) and
Studies" July 11-16. This is one or more of the acid-reactsponsored jointly by Murray ing substances—monocalcium
State University, the Kentucky phosphate, sodium acid phosDepartment of Mental Health phate and sodium aluminum
and Kentucky Interagency phosphate (baking powder).
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EVERY PLATE IS A WINNER!

A roll of
buy coats
over six r

Jr

Redeem Plate In Store For Rem Printed On It

On any gil
people g
newspape
-.—
news from
half from

1-Model 420 Polaroid Camera
1-$19.88 Wrist Watch
1-Mitchell 5000 Ambassadeur Reel
1-Pipe Value to $6.00
20-Bomber Fishing Lures
WATCH
1-WRIST
50-Quarts Havoline or Super Blend Motor Oil
$19.88 VALUE
100-10 Lb. Bags of Charcoal
10-$10.00 Gift Certificates
100-10% Discount on Purchase
100-5% Discount On Purchase
116-10% Discount on Lay-A-Way Purchase When
Matched By Customer
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ONLY ONE PRIZE PER PERSON!

FRI. & SAT. PLATE TOSS SPECIALS
CONTINUING THRU SATURDAY

ALL ITEMS WILL BE ON SALE STARTING FRIDAY AT 6:00 P.M.

GLASS
CARNIVAL

Precision

SPINNING REEL

Pitcher . Garland Bowl
Oval Center Bowl . Candy

High Speed Retrieve
. Non-Corrosive Parts
. Power Grip Disc Drag •
On and Off Anti Reverse
(MOT 1)
Our Reg s517 $24111

Jar . Hostess Plate .
Sugar, Creamer &
Tray Set
$ 1 68

POUR=
COLORPACK
II
Land Camera
Pictures in a minute —
,
Automatic exposure with a
electric eye and shutter.
Ineledes Carrying Case
(MUT 1)
988
Reg. $29.88

24 ounce Soft Drinks

SHASTA
Electra
Portable Solid State

RADIO

Our

Choose from 12
varieties both regular
and diet in throwaway bottles
Our Reg. 30c ea.

5 for '1.00
or 22' ea.
Store Hours
9.9 Weekdays
1•6 Sunday

People b
honest (61
helps in tl
products
informati
major a
projects I
companie

Bible
-Be Hel

Heddon
No. 236

Wedding Bowl

MOLOTOV COCKTAIL PARTY—An unidentified character -pears back to throw a Molotov cocktail at advancing
National Guardsmen in Albuquerque. N.M., during
mass racial violence which erupted when youths were
.1i-rested for drinking in a crox‘ tied city pw k A thousand
troops patrolled the city

Shc:

PATIO TABLE

FOAM COOLER

Ideal serving'ILegs fold
tray - Handy for compact
TV or snack
storing
table
1
Ow- Reg $117

88

no Qt.
with
Molded
Handle
Our Reg.
97c
(LIMIT 1)

e

with jewelneck
or mock turtle
with zipper
back . Sizes S-M-I,
Compare at $1.77
$ 1 00

Our Reg 77c 57

(LIMIT 1
Ladies 100 percent
Nylon Doable Knit

Ladies 100 percent
Nylon Sleeveless
Stretch

SHELL
'

30 Qt. with
metal
handle Our
Reg• 81.47

POOL RING
Allows children to float
and play in water with
confidence . punc ture
proof

JAMAICA
2 way stretch ,
Elasticized waist
. Stitched crease
. Sizes 10- 18. Wide
Range of Colors
Compare $ 97
$2.22

Phone. 753 8777
Plenty of Free Parking

Surfing
ad Pool Fun

TORPEDO
BOARD
Sup ports 250
contoured Design •••
Dual Stabilizing Rubber
Our Reg. $2.33

1 77
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